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ABSTRACT

Different applications using fuzzy logic systems have been developed, which present
different methods to work with fuzzy logic systems.

A decision maker has been developed using basic fuzzy function set operations. Using the
user’s own criteria the program makes a decision in order to help us to make a choice
about anything we want; with no restrictions neither in the number of subjects to deal with
nor in the number of criteria to assess, giving absolute freedom to choose anything with
any criteria. As an example we consider the problem of trying to decide where to live.

A fuzzy controller for a washing machine has been developed. The objective is to produce
the best wash. Working from characteristics of the laundry such as softness, the amount of
dirt and quantity we determine the optimum cycle and time needed to wash the laundry.
The fuzzy controller achieves a good performance in terms of taking care of the laundry in
order to not spoiling it.

The last application developed used was an adaptive neural fuzzy inference system in order
to achieve noise cancellation and speech enhancement in real environments such as rooms,
classes, etc. Using the capacity of learning of the neural networks and the characteristics of
the fuzzy logic we obtain a suitable system which cancels the noise and enhances the
speech. It has been tested using theoretical data, producing a correlation around 85% (the
minimum necessary is a correlation of 70%) between the output of the system and the
desired speech.

All the implementations and testing was carried out using the Matlab programming
environment and the Matlab toolboxes for fuzzy logic and signal processing.
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1.-Basic Principles Of Fuzzy Logic

1.1.-Introduction
Fuzzy Logic is a technique that allows us to map an input space to an output space,
similar to a black box which does ‘something’ to compute the solution, the output
values. See Fig.1 below.

Figure 1: Input-Output System

There are many ways in which we can implement the black box: neural networks,
linear systems, expert systems, differential equations, and so on. So, why should we
use Fuzzy Logic? The basic answer is because usually is more understandable, faster
and cheaper than other possibilities[1].

The main principle of Fuzzy Logic relates to the use of Fuzzy Sets, which are classes
with unsharp boundaries, with no crisp boundaries. We’ll show it in an example.

For instance, to define the set of tall people, we could proceed as shown in Fig.2
below.

Figure 2: Set of tall people

A sharp boundary would consider a ‘tall person’ to be taller than, for instance, 180cm.
And it would consider a ‘short person’ to be shorter than 180cm. Therefore if we have
two people, one 179.9cm of tall and the other one 180.1cm of tall, we would consider
the first one to be a short person and the second one to be a tall person. It has no sense
to consider one person tall and another short if the difference between them is only
0.2cm.

Input
Values

Black
Box

Output
Values

2 3
1

4

You must be taller
than this line to be
considered TALL
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As regards Figure 2, using a crisp or sharp boundary we would consider person 2 tall
and all the other people short.

The human reasoning doesn’t work in that way. We don’t say that the person number
2 is tall and the number 3 isn’t, because it doesn’t seem sensible. Both number 2 and 3
have, more or less, the same height so we can’t consider one tall and the other one
short. We have degrees between tall and short. Likewise we can’t consider the number
1 short and the number four also short, because we consider number four not really
tall, but in no way as short as number 1.

Human reasoning has “degrees” between different concepts, we don’t always have
crisp boundaries. Fuzzy logic allows us to work like we think, so it’s conceptually
easy to understand. The mathematical concepts behind fuzzy reasoning are very
simple, that makes Fuzzy Logic very natural. It is based both on natural reasoning and
on natural language.

Fuzzy logic generalizes the binary distribution between possible and impossible to a
matter of degree called the possibility[2].

The idea of fuzzy logic was born in 1965. Lofti A. Zadeh published a seminal paper
on fuzzy sets which was the birth of fuzzy logic technology. At the beginning fuzzy
logic was strongly resisted, but step by step more studies had been performed. In the
decade after Dr. Zadeth’s seminal paper many theoretical developments in fuzzy logic
took place in the United States, Europe and Japan. These exploited the fact that for
example Fuzzy Logic is tolerant of imprecise data, can model nonlinear functions and
can be blended with conventional control techniques[8].

Nowadays Fuzzy Logic affects many disciplines [8], videography (Sanyo), air-
conditioning (Mitsubishi), washing-machines (combining smart sensors with Fuzzy
Logic by Matsushita), for cars Nissan introduced a fuzzy automatic transmission.
There are also fuzzy toasters, fuzzy rice-cookers, and so on.

There are applications of fuzzy system theory to telecommunications [3] such as
channel equalization or call acceptance, signal processing [9] such as fuzzy filters or
fuzzy signal detection, fuzzy systems in control engineering [10], such as well
working together with neural networks [11].

As we can see Fuzzy Logic has become widely used and this shows its usefulness.

Now we’ll talk about fuzzy sets, fuzzy membership functions, …, that is the basic
elements that allows us to build Fuzzy Logic Systems.
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1.2.-Linguistic Variables

This is an important term in fuzzy logic because it involves its main features. A
linguistic variable allows us to describe its value qualitatively and quantitatively:

- Qualitatively:
o With a linguistic term
o Serving as the name of a fuzzy set, regarding the example we saw

above it was TALL

- Quantitatively:
o With a number
o Very useful to process numeric input data
o Regarding Fuzzy Logic it was the membership function (which

expresses the meaning of the fuzzy set, its belonging

Fuzzy logic combines these two aspects of variables into a uniform framework. this is
very useful because the qualitatively description is very understandable for us, and the
quantitatively description is very useful to compute data and get output values.

A fuzzy set has this dual representation, a linguistic term and a numeric value through
its membership function, which maps elements in a universe of discourse (i.e. all the
different heights) to their membership degree in the set. To summarize we can look at
the following figure:

Figure 3: Fuzzy Set and Membership Function

The following points will help us understand these concepts more clearly

MEMBERSHIP
FUNCTION: it gives
us the value, the
degree of
membership

LINGUISTIC TERM

UNIVERSE OF
DISCOURSE
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1.3.-Fuzzy Sets

A set in classical set theory always has a sharp boundary because membership in a set
is a black and white concept. Everything is either black or white, an object belongs to
set or does not belong to the set at all. As we explained above with the height example
we can explain now with another one [2].

For instance, if we want to represent the set of families with high income in the
framework of classical set theory we have to mark a threshold between high income
and not high income. We could say that families with incomes greater than £18000
have high incomes. Thus, one family with income of £18000 it was considered with
high income and other family with £17999 it’s not considered to be high. Obviously a
difference of £1 is not enough to consider a family either to have high income or not.
Sometimes, in classical theory it was used this crisp set approach was used due to a
lack of anything better.

Fuzzy sets solve this problem, in fuzzy logic the truth of any statement becomes a
matter of degree, it allows a membership in a set to be a matter of degree. The degree
of membership is expressed by a number between 0 and 1, That allows us to obtain a
smooth transition between objects inside the set and those outside. Fuzzy logic
generalizes the binary distribution between possible and impossible to a matter of
degree called the possibility.

The following graphs help us to better understand what we’re talking about.

In the next figure we can see a set defined in classical set theory. We see how an
income belongs or does not belongs completely to one set, there is no possibility,
there is no a matter of degree. It’s either black or white because of its sharp and crisp
boundary.

Figure 4: Set in classical theory

£18000

High incomeLow income

1

Income

Sharp Boundary
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The figure shows fuzzy sets. We can see how we have different degrees. 0 means
entirely not in the set. 1 means completely in the set. A number between 0 and 1
means partially in the set.

Figure 5: Fuzzy Set

A fuzzy set is always associated with a linguistic term, and also with a membership
value.

The linguistic terms offer us two important benefits. First, the association makes it
easier for human experts to express their knowledge using linguistic terms. Second,
the knowledge expressed in linguistic terms is easily understandable and
comprehensible.

The membership value is necessary to compute and get an output.

To summarize we can consider the following graph.

Figure 6: Overview of Fuzzy Set and Membership Functions

Income

x

µHIGH(x)

MEMBERSHIP
FUNCTION: µHIGH

LINGUISTIC TERM

£18000
Income

µ
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Where:
- Linguistic term of the fuzzy set: High
- Membership function: graph (µHIGH)
- The membership value of an income input x: µHIGH(x)
- All the possible incomes: universe of discourse

1.4.-Membership Functions
A membership function is a curve that defines how each point in the universe of
discourse, or input space, is mapped to a membership value (or degree of
membership) between 0 and 1, which is the only condition that must be really
satisfied by a membership function.

What is important about membership functions is that they provide a gradual
transition from regions completely outside a set to regions completely in the set, as we
saw before (2.3).

It’s very important how we design the membership function because it depends on
how much time we’ll need to design the system and for the automated tuned of the
system. It’s usually prefereable to use parametrizable membership functions, not
defining a membership function point by point.

The most common parametrizable membership functions used in practice are the
triangular membership function, see Fig.7, and the trapezoid membership function,
see Fig.8. They are very simple and this is their main benefit. We can use other kinds
of membership function as Gaussian, Sigmoidal, …, but unless there’s a very good
reason to use them we’d better use either triangular or trapezoid membership
functions [1]. It has been shown that they are good enough to get a good solution for
the most applications.

Figure 7: Triangular membership function
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Figure 8: Trapezoid membership function

If we wanted to learn the membership function using neural network based learning
techniques we would choose a differentiable membership function, for instance,
Gaussian.

To design membership functions we should design them in a way which satisfies the
following two conditions:

- each membership function overlaps only with the closest membership
functions

- for any possible input data, its membership values in all relevant fuzzy sets
should sum 1.

The following figure illustrates the lines above.

Figure 9: A symmetric membership function design following the guidelines
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1.5.-Basical Fuzzy Set Operations

The three fundamental operations in fuzzy sets are union, intersection and
complement [W8]:

- Union ⇒ A ∪ B = collection of all the objects of both A and B

- Intersection ⇒ A ∩ B = collection of the objects we can find in
both → A and B

- Complement ⇒ Ac or A  = collection of all the objects we can’t find in A
regarding the universe of discourse

If we keep the values to the extremes of 1 (completely true) and 0 (completely false)
this will result in the standard logical operations will have. Here we have the
equivalents:

- Union ⇔ OR

- Intersection ⇔ AND

- Complement ⇔ NOT

The following figure, which contains truth tables, will help to better understand the
ideas.

Figure 10: Equivalence between standard logical operations and basic fuzzy set operations

In the same way, the next graphs will help to understand a bit better how the basic
operations in fuzzy sets work.

A B Min(A,B)
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0
1 1 1

AND

A B Max(A,B)
0 0 0
0 0 1
1 0 1
1 1 1

   OR

A 1-A
0 1
1 0

      NOT
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   Figure 11: Basic operations in fuzzy sets. Graphs example

1.6.-Fuzzy If-Then Rules

We can approach fuzzy sets and fuzzy operators as the subjects and verbs of fuzzy
logic. But in order to say anything useful we need to complete sentences. Conditional
statements, if-then rules, are the things that make fuzzy logic useful, that is they allow
us to complete sentences.

The structure of a single IF-THEN rule is as follows:

If x is A then y is B
Where,

- A and B are the linguistic term of a fuzzy set (for example High)
- x: The membership value of an income input (µHIGH(x))
- 
and,

- ‘x is A’ is called the antecedent and describes a condition
- ‘y is B’ is called the consequent and describes a conclusion

A
B

A and B

A
B

A or B

A

Not A

AB

A and B

AB

A or B

A

Not A

Two-valued logic:

Multivalued logic:

AND
min(A,B)

OR
max(A,B)

NOT
(1-A)
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The word is is used on complete different ways depending on whether it appears in
the antecedent or the consequent. We could probably understand better using the
equivalent working with Matlab:

If  x == A then y = B

Therefore, the first part or antecedent is a condition and the second part or consequent
is an assignment.

For instance, regarding a system for controlling a washing machine [2][4], which
determines from the laundry quantity which cycle we should use, a rule could take the
following form:

If quantity is Small then the cycle is Light

Interpreting an if-then rule involves different parts: first evaluating the antecedent
(which involves fuzzifying the input and applying any necessary fuzzy operators) and
second applying that result to the consequent (also known as implication).
Both antecedent and consequent can have multiple parts. For example, in the laundry
problem above, if we had two inputs (quantity and softness) which would determine
the washing machine cycle, a rule with multiple parts in the antecedent could be:

If quantity is Small and softness is soft then the cycle is Light

in which case all parts of the antecedent are calculated simultaneously and resolved to
a single number using the logical operators discussed in the preceding sections.

The next figure will show the workings of a fuzzy if-then rule:

- Fuzzify the inputs of the antecedent

- Apply the operator AND or OR. In this case the AND (min) operator is
used

- Finally it’s apply the implication operator to find the final result of the rule
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Figure 12: Fuzzy if-then rule

The figure below summarizes how the inputs and outputs interact with the fuzzy rules.

Figure 13: A general view: inputs-outputs-rules

Input         Output

         Rules

Output
terms
(assign)

Input
terms
(interpret)

The General Case…

      Quantity           Cycle

Cycle
Is assigned to be
{Light, Normal,
Strong}

Quantity
Is interpreted to be
{Small, Medium,
Large}

A Specific Example…

If quantity is Small then Cycle Light
If quantity is Medium then Cycle Normal
If quantity is Large then Cycle Strong

If Quantity is Small and Softness is Soft then Cycle is Light

Quantity (crisp) Softness (crisp)

1.0
0.7

µ(Quantity==Small)=1.0 µ(Softness==Soft)=0.7

If     ( 1.0                             and                                      0.7)                         then Cycle=Light
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0.7
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1.6.1.-Maximum number of fuzzy rules
The maximum number of fuzzy rules is calculated regarding the inputs and the
different fuzzy sets contained in those inputs. The maximum number of fuzzy rules is
calculated multiplying the number of fuzzy sets of all the inputs. An example helps us
understand better.

We have a system with two inputs and each of these inputs contains three fuzzy sets.
For example, regarding the example of the washing machine, we have two inputs,
quantity and dirty, and each input has three sets, for example small, medium and
large. So we have 2 inputs and each input has 3 fuzzy sets.

Maximum = 3*3= 9 fuzzy rules

So the general rule to calculate the maximum number of rules is:

∏
=

=
inputsofnumber

i
iinputsetsfuzzyofNumberrulesfuzzyofnumberMaximum

1

1.7.-Fuzzy Inference System

Fuzzy inference is the actual process of mapping from a given input to an output using
fuzzy logic. The process involves all the elements that we have discussed in the
previous sections: membership functions, fuzzy logic operators, and if-then rules.

The diagram below shows the basic structure of fuzzy inference system. The diagram
is about the laundry problem we saw before. Now we can see the whole system, with
two inputs, three rules and two outputs. This is a simple system because it only
defines the behaviour for 3 of the 32 possible rules.

Figure 14: Basic Structure of fuzzy inference

Input 1
Quantity (0-10)

Input 2
Softness (0-10)

Rule 1: If Quantity is Small and
Softness is Soft then Cycle is Light

Rule 2: If Quantity is Medium
then Cycle is Normal

Rule 3: If Quantity is Large and
Softness is Hard then Cycle is Strong

Σ Output 1
Cycle (0-10)

The inputs are crisp
(non-fuzzy),numbers
limited to a specific
range

The rules are evaluated
in parallel using fuzzy
reasoning

The results of the rules
are combined and
distilled (defuzzified)

The result is a crisp
(non fuzzy) number

(1)
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Quantity=1.5

Now we’ll consider in with more detail the following points the different steps we
need to implement the fuzzy inference system:

1.-Fuzzify inputs
2.-Apply fuzzy operator or fuzzy matching
3.-Apply implication method or inference
4.-Agregate all outputs or combining fuzzy conclusion
5.-Defuzzify

1.7.1.-Fuzzify Inputs
This step is to take the inputs and determine the degree to which they belong to each
of the appropriate fuzzy sets via membership functions.

The input is always a crisp value which will be within its universe of discourse. In the
laundry case both inputs take values between 0 and 10.

The output is a fuzzy degree of membership. And, if we remember the explanation
above, it will always be between 0 and 1.

So fuzzification is not anything after than looking at the membership function and
finding the fuzzy degree of membership.

The next figure will help us to understand this point:

Figure 15: Fuzzify inputs

1.7.2.-Apply Fuzzy Operator

In this step we calculate the degree to which the input data matches the condition of
the fuzzy rules.

Once the inputs have been fuzzified, we know the degree to which each part of the
antecedent has been satisfied for each rule. If the antecedent has more than one part,
the fuzzy operator is applied to obtain one number that represents the result of the
antecedent for that rule. This number will then be applied to the output function. The

Small

Quantity is Small

0.7

Result of fuzzification
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Quantity=1.5 Softness=6

Quantity=1.5 Softness=6

input to the fuzzy operators is two or more membership values from fuzzified input
variables. The output is a single value.

Mainly two operators are used to built the membership functions: AND and OR. And
these are good enough with them to built a well-defined system.

When a rule has multiple conditions combined using AND (conjunction), we simply
use a fuzzy conjunction operator to combine the matching degree of each condition.
Usually if  the conditions are combined using AND we use the min fuzzy operator,
which takes the minimum degree of membership between all the conditions.

Figure 16: Fuzzy matching with conditions combined using AND (min)

If the conditions are combined using OR we usually use the max fuzzy operator,
which takes the maximum degree of membership between all the conditions.

Figure 17: Fuzzy matching with conditions combined using OR (max)

1.7.3.-Apply Inference Method

Here we calculate the rule’s conclusion based on its degree of matching.

There are two main methods: the clipping method and the scaling method.

1.0

0.7

0.7

If Quantity is Small and Softness is Soft
Apply AND
operator (min)

Input 1 Input 2

1.0

0.7

1.0

If Quantity is Small or Softness is Soft Apply OR
operator (max)

Input 1 Input 2
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1.7.3.1.-The Clipping Method
This method cuts off the top of the membership function whose value is higher than
the degree of matching. The following figure shows how it works.

         

Figure 18: Clipping method for fuzzy inference

1.7.3.2.-The Scaling Method

This method, also called prod, scales down the membership function in proportion to
the degree of matching.

Figure 19: Scaling method for fuzzy inference (2-21)

1.7.4.-Combining fuzzy conclusion

A particular input often ‘trigger’ multiple fuzzy rules (more than one rule will match
the input to a non zero degree). So we also need to combine the inference results of
these rules. The way it’s done is by superimposing all fuzzy conclusions for each
variable.

The output of the aggregation process is one fuzzy set for each output variable.

And the order in which the rules are executed is not important because they are
executed in parallel and the result of the aggregation is a combination of all of them.

If    Quantity is Small     and          Softness is Soft     then           Cycle is Light

Antecedent Consequent

1.Fuzzify
inputs

2.Apply AND
operator (min)

3.Apply Implication
operator (max)

Input 1 Input 2

Result of
implication

A
A and B

3.Apply Implication
operator (prod)

Result of
implication
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Here we can see how the aggregation process works:

Figure 20: Combining fuzzy conclusions

1.7.5.-Defuzzify

This is the last step of the inference system. This step is needed because we often need
a crisp output value, not a fuzzy one. The input for the defuzzification process is a
fuzzy set (the aggregate output fuzzy set) and the output is a single crisp value, as it’s
usually necessary.

There are two major defuzzification techniques [2], the Mean of Maximum and the
centre of Area or Centroid Method:

1.7.5.1.-The Mean Of Maximum (MOM)

This method calculates the average of all variable values with maximum membership
degrees. Following the example above the figure below helps us understand better.

If  Quantity is Small           and             Softness is Soft          Then         Cycle is Light

If  Quantity is Medium                       Then         Cycle is Normal

If  Quantity is Large            and             Softness is Hard         Then         Cycle is Strong

1.Fuzzify
inputs

2.Apply AND
operator (min)

3.Apply Implication
operator (min)

4.Apply aggregator
method (max)

Result of
aggregation
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Figure 21: Defuzzify: Mean of Maximum Method

We can express the MOM defuzzification method using the following formula:

P

y
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where P(A) is the set of output values y with the highest membership degree in Cycle:
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where sup is an operator that returns the maximum value of a continuous function.

1.7.5.2-The Centre Of Area Or Centroid Method (COA)
This second method calculates the weighted average of a fuzzy set. Following the
example that we were working with we can observe the figure below. obtain a Cycle
of 2.93 (between 2 and 10) for an input of 4 for the Quantity and 5 for the Softness

Figure 22: Defuzzify: Centroid Method

The result of applying COA defuzzificaiton to a fuzzy conclusion can be expressed as
follows:

Cycle=2.93
Result of

defuzzification

5.defuzzify the aggregation
output

Cycle=4.5

5.defuzzify the aggregation
output

Result of
defuzzification

µ

y

µ

y

(2)

(3)
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1.7.6.-Summary: The Fuzzy Inference Diagram
The fuzzy inference diagram is the composite of all the smaller diagrams we’ve
looked at so far. It simultaneously displays all parts of the fuzzy inference process
we’ve examined. The flow proceeds from the inputs in the lower left, then across each
row, or rule, and then down the rule output to finish in the lower right. This is a very
compact way of showing everything at once, from linguistic variable fuzzification to
defuzzification of the aggregate output. The black and thick arrows show how the
information flows.

Figure 23: Fuzzy inference diagram (Mamdani)

If  Quantity is Small           and             Softness is Soft          Then         Cycle is Light

If  Quantity is Medium                       Then         Cycle is Normal

If  Quantity is Large            and             Softness is Hard         Then         Cycle is Strong

1.Fuzzify
inputs

2.Apply AND
operator (min)

3.Apply Implication
operator (min)

4.Apply aggregator method (max)

Result of
aggregation

Cycle=2.93Result of
defuzzification

5.defuzzify the aggregation output

output

(4)

(5)
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1.7.7.-Mamdani And Sugeno Style Fuzzy Inference Methods

The fuzzy inference process we’ve been explained so far is known as Mandani’s
fuzzy inference method. It‘s the most commonly used fuzzy methodology. Mamdani’s
control was among the first control systems built to use fuzzy logic. It was proposed
by Ebrahim Mamdani as an attempt to control a steam engine and boiler combination
by synthesizing a set of linguistic control rules obtained from experienced human
operators.

The Mamdani method expects the output membership functions to be fuzzy sets, as
we’ve seen before. After the aggregation process there’s a fuzzy set for each output
variable that needs defuzzification. In Sugerno style instead of having fuzzy sets we
have single spikes as the output membership function. In the following figure we can
see one fuzzy inference diagram with Sugeno-style. It shows that the output
membership functions have single spikes.

Figure 24: Fuzzy inference diagram (Sugeno)

The Sugeno implementation is much more efficient in terms of computation times
because it’s much simpler to find the centroid of a two-dimensional shape.

We can implement the same problems with both inference systems, but there are some
important considerations to notice about the two different methods [1][2].
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Advantages of Sugeno’s method:

- Computational efficiency

- Works well with linear techniques (e.g. PID control, etc)

- Works well with optimisation and adaptive techniques

- Guaranteed continuity of the output surface

- Better suited to mathematical analysis

Advantages of Mamdani’s method:

- More intuitive

- Widespread acceptance

- Better suited to human input

So depending on the application we’ll use either Mamdani’s method or Sugeno’s
method.

1.8.-Fuzzy Logic With Matlab

Matlab is a technical computing environment for high performance numeric
computation and visualization [5]. Matlab integrates numerical analysis, matrix
computation, signal processing and graphics in an easy-to-use environment where
problems and solutions are expressed just as they are written mathematically –
without traditional programming.

Matlab also features a family of application-specific solutions that we call toolboxes.
Very important to most users of Matlab, toolboxes are comprehensive collections of
Matlab functions (M-files) that extend the Matlab environment, in order to solve
particular classes of problems. Areas in which toolboxes are available include signal
processing, control systems design, dynamic systems simulations, systems
identification, neural networks, and others.

Within those others Matlab developed a Fuzzy Logic Toolbox [1], because of the
rising importance of this sort of technology and the broad field of applications it can
be applied to,

The Fuzzy Logic Toolbox for use with Matlab is a tool to solve problems with fuzzy
logic. It has a friendly graphical user interface (GUI), although we can built a fuzzy
system working strictly from the command line. Also it’s provided an Adaptive
Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) which allows us to tune our system with a
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backpropagation method based on some collection of input-output data, that allows
our fuzzy system to learn. We used it to tune our ANFI System for Speech
Enhancement and Noise Cancellation (3.3).

We have used the Matlab Fuzzy Logic Toolbox working together with another
toolboxes such as the Signal Processing or Communication Toolbox to develop the
applications.

1.9.-Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference Systems (ANFIS)

The aim of the ANFI systems is just to allow fuzzy systems to learn. It’s a way to tune
the fuzzy rules of a system.

Fundamentally, ANFIS [1] is about taking a fuzzy inference system (FIS) and tuning
it with a backpropagation algorithm based on some collection of input-output data.
This allows the fuzzy systems to learn.

The Achilles’ heel of a fuzzy system is its rules. The better tuned we have them the
better results we’ll obtain, or what’s the same, the better rules we have the better
systems we’ll get. Some rules can conflict with other rules or contradict them. We can
create the rules, but usually is necessary to tune them to obtain a better accuracy and
better results [9][10].

We can create the general idea, the general performance, but it’s necessary to check if
for an input we obtain the desired output. In order to get the highest accuracy in our
systems adaptive fuzzy systems can help to automate the process of tuning rules.

As in neural networks we can work with either unsupervised methods or supervised
methods.

Unsupervised methods work like an expert would do. It would be the first approach to
the system, the first rules about a system which an expert knows because of his
experience, the general idea of how the system works. It just needs a set of input-
output data to find the first set of fuzzy rules. And then the supervised methods help
us to tune those rules we’ve found before thanks to unsupervised methods. From the
first set of rules it can start to work and tune them [9].

To summarize, unsupervised learning finds the first set of rules to initialise the
gradient descent of the supervised learning in order to achieve the highest accuracy
possible.

After we have trained a neural network we don’t really know how its knowledge or its
learning has been obtained, we can’t see anything about how its learning works. After
training a fuzzy system we can know how its learning works because we have rules
and membership functions which allow us to much better understand the way it
obtains the output, and we can even modify anything (rules, membership functions,
…) easily. The next flow chart summarizes what we’ve explained above [13].
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Figure 25: Fuzzy modelling procedure with a fuzzy inference neural network

1.9.1.-Example Of ANFIS

Here we’ll illustrate a simple example of an ANFIS [13][11]. We’ll work with just
two rules.

The two rules are as follows:
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or as an example:

Human knowledge
Input data

Structure identification

Fuzzy model

Transformation into fuzzy
inference neural network

Tuning of fuzzy inference
neural network

Parameter
estimation

Extraction of fuzzy model from
fuzzy inference neural network

Improved fuzzy model

Rule 1: IF temperature is hot AND humidity is dry THEN weather is hot
Rule 2: IF temperature is cold AND humidity is humid THEN weather is cold
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           Figure 26: Structure of an ANFIS. a)A fuzzy inference system b)Equivalent ANFIS

In this example:

- x1 and x2 are both linguistic variables, temperature and humidity
respectively

- 1
1A  and 2

1A  are linguistic values of x1, hot and cold

- 2
1A  and 2

2A  are linguistic values of x2, dry and humid

 Linguistic values were the membership functions (2.2). Therefore Rule 1 considers if
the weather is hot, and Rule 2 considers if the weather is cold. The function of each
layer is as follows:

Layer 1 (FUZZIFICATION): This layer is to fuzzify the values of the input
variables. Each node in this layer is a membership function. 1

1A  and 2
1A  estimate the

membership of the input temperature as hot and cold, respectively. 2
1A  and 2

2A
measure membership of the input humidity with respect to dry and humid,
respectively.

Layer 2 (FUZZY AND): this layer attempts to calculate each rule’s firing
strength (the degree of membership of the inputs to the membership functions that if
we remember it was from 0 to 1). The firing strength of Rule 1 is calculated via the
fuzzy AND of the membership of hot and dry. The firing strength of Rule 2 is
calculated via the fuzzy AND of the membership of cold and humid.
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Layer 3 (NORMALIZATION): in this layer is multiplied the incoming signals
and the product is sent out to the next layer. According to the figure 24, µi denotes the
firing strength of Rule i.

Layer 4 (FUZZY INFERENCE): this layer estimates each rule’s output. The
outputs are calculated by the functions present in the THEN part of the rules. The
parameters i

ja  are adjusted during the phase of parameter identification. These

parameters are the consequent parameters (2.6).

Layer 5 (DEFUZZIFICATION): calculates the sum of the outputs of all rules
and produces a crisp value, a crisp output. This layer is the defuzzification process of
the fuzzy inference system.

1.10.-Fuzzy Systems In Commercial Products

As we said before (2.1) fuzzy logic has reached many different fields of application,
from telecommunications to chemical processes, or from industrial robots to data-base
management systems, or from control of solar power plants to metrology [3].

To show some specific applications, for instance one of the most famous fuzzy
application is the fuzzy control of the subway system in the Japanese city of Sendai.
The subway runs on a 13.6 km route with 16 stations. Hitachi programmed rules in a
fuzzy system to control the breaking systems for the subway and a fuzzy system to
speed it up and slow it down. The fuzzy system has a better performance than human
control and standard PID controllers, making its response smoother than any of them.
Its braking and acceleration are smoother and its power consumption smaller. It also
stops the subway trains with greater accuracy [3].

A neuro fuzzy washing machine developed by the German company INFORM is on
sale in Europe. Based on the characteristics of the wash load during initial agitation,
the system calculates the speed, water level, and time required for optimal execution
of washing, the rinse cycle, and the number of rinse cycles. A neural network is used
to develop fuzzy rules and to give the system the skill of learning. In addition, the user
inputs his own knowledge providing the system with interactive learning.

And to end with these few examples, Mitsubishi Electric Corp. has developed a room
air-conditioning system which is on sale in Japan. An ordinary crisp thermostat takes
a temperature setting, such as 68o, then keeps the temperature within several degrees
of the setting. The cooling system is either ON or OFF. The fuzzy temperature
controller allows for any degree of operation between ON and OFF for optimal air-
conditioning. It’s three times more stable than a crisp system, and it provides a 24%
less power consumption.

Those were just some of the many applications developed until now, and it’s a
growing field so in the next few years. We expect that there will be developed many
other applications in lot of different fields.
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2.-Applications Developed During This Project

2.1.- Decision Maker

2.1.1.-Introduction

Makes decisions. Since we’re awake until we go to sleep we’re absolutely all the time
making decisions. When we get up in the morning we make the first decision, what do
I wear today?, and next we choose what we have breakfast, and which way to go to
work, and which present to buy for your wife, and more and more and more decisions
have to be made every day.

We make personal and business decisions all the time. What they have in common is
the process they use. The answer will hardly ever be simply either Yes or No, when
you’re examining any problem you realize that, even the easiest decision becomes
complex when you examine it carefully, and the final decision often is not a clear Yes
or No because the decision becomes a matter of degree, or otherwise in other words
the decision becomes fuzzy, so fuzzy logic can help us to sort out our decisions.

There aren’t either absolutely right decisions or absolutely wrong decisions. For
instance, in our job we can choose what we think is a right decision hoping that it’ll
be the best for the company but afterwards the problems start, and likewise we could
make a wrong decision and then the going gets better.

The fuzzy decision maker has been widely treated [4][7][8]. We’ve implemented
another approach trying to solve this problem. Always a decision is a subjective
process, and sometimes a difficult process to carry out. We’ll just try to help in that
process, working from the own user is own criteria we’ll make the best decision.

2.1.2.-Before Using The Programme

Before we make a decision we should make some things clear. First of all we should
know about what decision we want to make. It could be cities to live in, car to buy,
business to invest in, or whatever we wanted. Afterwards we should know how many
for example cities or cars are to be considered. Therefore, now we’ve got the most
important information, that is “about what” and “how many”.

The next step will be to consider some criteria to be able to choose between one or
other, for example car. In order to buy a car we could consider price, engine size,
equipment, and so on. And we should think about the relative importance of each
criterion. What’s more important for us? Price? Engine? We have to consider a range
from 0 to a top value (10, 100, …) and decide the relative importance of each aspect
marking the most important criteria with high scores and the other ones, which aren’t
as important, with lower scores. Thus we achieve a difference between important
criteria and not such important ones.
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So now we’ve got a number of cars to choose, and different criteria to study for each
car. It’s time to mark each car in each criterion in order to assess the cars.

Once we’ve done all the steps above we’ve done what we needed to obtain a decision
according to our personal criteria and thoughts. It’s just time to wait for the
programme to tell us the best decision.

Now we’ll explain an example (about which city to live in) to show the way how we
make a decision, how the program works, and afterwards we’ll explain how our
program works in more detail.

2.1.3.-Example: Which City To Live In?
The next example will illustrate clearly how a decision is made. It relates to choosing
which city to live in, for example in Spain. This decision is not an easy one, for there
are many criteria to be taken into account. To be specific, seven aspects of each city
will be considered in marking the decision.

To keep things relatively simple, restrict the discussion to five cities: Madrid,
Barcelona, Bilbao, Sevilla and Valencia.

For each of the seven criteria, there’s a judgement that represents how good or bad
that city is in each category. This scale is:

- awful, bad, poor, average, fairly good, very good and great

The first task is to rank each city according to this scale in each of these chosen
categories. Table 1 illustrates the form of these rankings. The criteria are listed in no
particular order.

1.-Assign relative rankings to each of these opinions by taking the seven-step scale
and assigning integers to each possible answer, beginning with 0. Thus the scale
becomes:

{0/awful   1/bad   2/poor   3/average   4/fairly good   5/good   6/great}

Table 1:
Criterion Madrid Barcelona Bilbao Sevilla Valencia
C1:Climate 4/f.g 5/good 2/avg 4/f.g 5/good
C2:Housing 2/poor 2/poor 3/avg 4/f.g 3/avg
C3:Living 4/f.g 5/good 4/f.g 5/good 5/good
C4:Outdoor 4/f.g 5/good 3/avg 5/good 5/good
C5:Jobs 5/good 6/great 4/f.g 2/avg 4/f.g
C6:Crime 4/f.g 4/f.g 1/bad 4/f.g 4/f.g
C7:Culture 5/good 6/great 3/avg 3/avg 3/avg
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2.-Rank the relative importance of each criterion C1-C7 in terms of your preference,
using the same numerical scale. More than one criterion can be ranked at a particular
level if they are judged to be of equal importance. The rankings used for this example
are shown in the table below, along with their fuzzy set complements computed by
substracting each score from the highest possible score, in this case 6.
Table 2:

Importance (I)
(scale 0-6)

Complement of I
(6-I)

C1:Climate 5 1
C2:Housing 4 2
C3:Living 3 3
C4:Outdoor 3 3
C5:Jobs 5 1
C6:Crime 5 1
C7:Culture 4 2

3.-In order to figure which city is the ideal city, evaluate each city for each criterion,
weightning each by the relative importance of that criterion.

The key to this procedure is the implication operation.

In this example, the importance ranking for a particular criterion is A, and each city’s
score for that criterion is B.

Compute AàB as follows: given a particular category’s importance, does that imply a
good city score for that category? The ‘ideal’ city will be the one that scores highly in
categories that are determined the most important. If, for example, the cost of housing,
is the most important factor in determining a place to live, the procedure should more
heavily weight cities with good scores in this categories. Thus, it should compute the
union of each city’s ranking in a given category with the complement of that category.
This is shown in the following table.

Table 3:
 Madrid Barcelona      Bilbao           Sevilla            Valencia

Crit. Not I S U S U S U S U S U
C1: 1 4 4 5 5 2 2 4 4 5 5
C2: 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 3 3
C3: 3 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 5 5 5
C4: 3 4 4 5 5 3 3 5 5 5 5
C5: 1 5 5 6 6 4 4 2 2 4 4
C6: 1 4 4 4 4 1 1 4 4 4 4
C7: 2 5 5 6 6 3 3 3 3 3 3
Where,

-The complement of the criterion rankings is filled in the column ‘Not I’
-The estimation of each city’s scores for each criterion goes in that city’s ‘S’

column.
-The ‘U’ columns are for the union of each city’s score column with the

‘Not I’ column.
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4.-The final score in the decision making procedure is simple. Take the intersection of
all the scores for a particular city. Recall that a fuzzy intersection is done by applying
the min function across all relevant members. Thus, the lowest combined score from
the previous step determines the city’s overall ranking.

Table 4:
Intersection 2 2 1 2 3

Winning City: VALENCIA

2.1.4-Decision Maker Programme

The programme follows the same process we explained above. It’s structured in five
steps. We use basic operations in fuzzy sets we saw before (2.5) to implement it.

The scripts of the program are in ANNEX I, where we can find the main program
decisionmaker.m and the different functions developed for it, funct_comp.m,
funct_inter1s and funct_union.

2.1.4.1.-Working From Keyboard Or From File
In order to make the program more user friendly the user can choose to input the data
either from keyboard or from file, as shown in the option menu below:

Script 1: Decisionmaker→→From File or Keyboard

If we enter the data from the keyboard the program will ask us for all the different
parameters that must be input (subjects, number of subjects, number of criteria…),
and afterwards it will show the score for each subject and the best choice.

If we enter the data from a file, first we should have filled in the file created with this
name ‘file_data.m’. It’s necessary to fill it in before because if not the program hasn’t
got the variables necessary to execute itself and find the solution. If we have already
filled in the file the program automatically will give us the outcome.

In the following points we’ll see how the program works when it works from the
keyboard. The program which works from the file in a similar way works from the
keyboard, the only difference is that working from the file it obtains the variables
from the file. So now we’re only going to explain how the program works from the

disp('Do you want to input the data from a file (1) or from the kewboard (2). Any oher for exit?')
disp('(from a file you should have already written the file)');
disp('   ');
choice=input('1.-FILE       2.-KEYBOARD       OTHER.-EXIT     :');
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keyboard. It’s possible to look at the whole program and the file file_data.m in
ANNEX 1.

2.1.4.2.-Step 1

The aim of this step is to know about what we subject want to make a decision (cars,
cities, wines, …), how many subjects we’re going to assess, the number of criteria to
be considered and finally the range between 0 and a number chosen by the user as top
score.

The program has no restrictions neither for the number of subjects we can input nor
for the number of criteria. We can make a decision about as many subjects as we want
and with as many criteria as we want.

      Script 2:Decisionmaker→→Step 1

To make the program more user friendly, the names of all the subjects and criteria the
user inputs are memorized and then are used to get a better interaction between the
programme and the user, for instance:

Script 3: Decisionmaker→→interaction

%STEP 1
disp('About what you want to make a decision') %what we're about to make a decision, for
instance,
%if we want to make a decision about which city is the best to live in we input: 'city')
what=input('(in singular and between inverted comas)?  ');
disp('How many')
disp(what)
num_things=input('are you going to assess?    ');   %i.e. which city to live in
for i=1:num_things
    disp('   ')    disp('   ')
    disp('Which is the name of the city number ');
    disp(i)
    things_aux=input('you want to assess (in singular and between inverted comas)?    ');
    things{i}=things_aux;
end;
 num_criteria=input('How many criteria are you going to assess?  ');   %number of aspects we use
disp(' ')   disp(' ')
for i=1:num_criteria
    disp('   ')    disp('   ')
    disp('Which is the criterion number ');
    disp(i)
    criteria_aux=input('you want to assess (in singular and between inverted comas)?    ');
    criteria{i}=criteria_aux;
end;
max_score=input('Which is the maximum score?(from 0 to X)    ');   %maximum score from 0 to

For
    'London'

and
    'Weather'

write the criterion (between 0 and the maximum score you have input before):  1
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Where London is one of the subjects and Weather is one of the criterion.

2.1.4.3.-Step 2

In this step we rank the relative importance of each criterion (in the context of the
maximum value we input before, thus the value will be between 0 and the maximum
score we input just before). Here we get the personal criterion of the user, in order to
make a decision according with hi/hers ideas and thoughts. More than one criterion
could obtain the same score because it’s absolutely possible that different aspects had
the same importance for us. We then built the fuzzy set of the criteria.

A fuzzy set also can be described as follows:
F1={‘A’ ‘B’ ‘C’ ‘D’
          5    7     3    1}

Where in this case A, B, C and D will be each criterion and 5, 7, 3 and 1 will be their
scores. Thus we’ll get a fuzzy set with all the different criteria and their respective
scores, always in the context of the range we entered.

Script 4: Decisionmaker→→Step 2

2.1.4.4.-Step 3

In this step we just calculate the complement of the criteria fuzzy set regarding the
maximum score we input before. We created a function (funct_comp, we can see it in
Annex I) to calculate the complement of a fuzzy set. For instance, if we have a fuzzy
set:

F1= {‘A’ ‘B’ ‘C’ ‘D’
3    9    5    8}

And the maximum score is 9, the complement of that fuzzy set will be:
F1_Complement= {‘A’ ‘B’ ‘C’ ‘D’

          6    0    4    1}

Then we the subtracted the value from the maximum score, for each fuzzy value.
That’s what the function funct_comp does.

b=0;     %auxiliar variable which helps us to built the fuzzy sets
for a=1:num_criteria, %for each aspect
   for i=1:2, %clear screen

   disp(' ')
   end
   disp('For ')
   disp(criteria(a)) %display on the screen
   rel_imp{2,a}=input('write the Relative Importance (between 0 and the maximum score you have
input before):  '); %user inputs its criterion and we save it
   b=b+1;
   if b>50
       b=1;   %the size of the help_array is 50, so we need to restart at its beginning
   end
   rel_imp{1,a}=help_array{1,b}; %build the fuzzy set F1={'A' 'B'
end %                           3  5}
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 Script 5: Decisionmaker→→Step 3

2.1.4.5.-Step 4

This step is the most important one, and has the key to our procedure to make a
decision, that’s the implication operation. It works as follows:

It’s the union between the complement of the relative importance of the criteria with
the scores of each subject in all the different criteria.

Why do we need the complement of the relative importance of the criteria? When we
mark each criterion with a specific score we’re introducing our personal criteria of
importance of each different criterion. Some of them will be more important than
others and we’ll mark them with a higher score. These ones have to be the most
important for us to make the decision. Thus if for example we’re talking about cars
and the most important criterion for us is engine, we’d mark it with the highest score,
for example between 0 and 10, we would give it 10. So, our program has to take care
that this criterion is the most important criterion in order to make a decision. So we
calculate the complement of this value.

If we read the implication operation, we can remember that it’s necessary to
determine the complement of the criteria and the scores of the subject. The
complement of 10 (in a range 0-10) is 0. Then we compute the union between this
value 0 and the score of the subject in the criterion engine. The result of a union
operation is the largest value of the operands, therefore what we’ll get will be the
value of the subject in that score, thus if that car has a high score in the engine
criterion it’ll be reflected in the result of the implication operation, conversely if the
score is low.

To summarize, what we do with the implication operation is to give more importance
to the criteria which are more important for the users in order to get an outcome as
similar to the users’ thoughts as we can.

Finally to compute the final score for each subject we calculate the intersection
between the own members of the set resulting in one single value which is the final
score.

%Calculate the complement of each criterion's importance
comp_rel_imp=funct_comp(rel_imp,max_score); %the function needs the maximum score and

%the fuzzy set

Implication = (complement of the relative importance criteria) ∪

          (scores of the subject)
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Script 6: Decisionmaker→→Step 4

To be able to carry this out we created two functions funt_union and funct_inter1s (we
can see them in ANNEX I), which are used in this step.

2.1.4.6.-Step 5

Once we’ve executed the program we just have to display the outcomes. We display
the final outcome for each subject and the best one.

Script 7: Decisionmaker→→Step 5

for th=1:num_things,    %we'll do as many times as subjects we have
    b=0;     %auxiliar variable which helps us to built the fuzzy sets
   for a=1:num_criteria, %user has to input his criterion for each aspect and for each subject
      disp('For ')
      disp(things(th))
      disp('and ')
      disp(criteria(a))  %we get the value and save it
      thing{2,a}=input('write the criterion (between 0 and the maximum score you have input
before):  ');             b=b+1;
      if b>50
          b=1;   %the size of the help_array is 50, so we need to restart at its beginning
      end
      thing{1,a}=help_array{1,b}; %build the fuzzy set
  end
     %calculate the union between the criteria complement importances and the values of the last
thing
  Funion=funct_union(comp_rel_imp,thing);
  outcome(th)=funct_inter1s(Funion,num_criteria); %save the final score for the subject into an

for i=1:num_things, %Display the final score of each subject
   for j=1:3,
      disp(' ')
   end
   disp('The final score for')
   disp(things(i))
   disp('is:')
   disp(outcome(i))
end
disp('The best')    %Display the best choice or choices
disp(what)
disp('is:')
maxim=max(outcome);
for i=1:num_things,
   if outcome(i)==maxim
      disp(things(i))
   end
end
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2.1.4.7.-Flowchart Of The Program
The following flowchart summarizes the way in which the decision maker makes a
decision.

STEP 1
àAsk for:

aa:)subject about which we want to make a
decision

b:)how many subjects are to be considered?
c:)how many aspects do we consider?
d:)input the range which is always from 0 to

the number you decide (i.e. from 0 to 10,
from 0 to 200, …)

STEP 2
àAsk for the relative importance of each aspect

STEP 3
àCompute the complement of these levels of
relative importance (this is needed to take the
decision)

STEP 4
àAsk for the scores of each subject in each
aspect
àCompute the final score for each subject
(implication operation):

FinalScore= (outcome of step 3) ∪
(scores of the subject)

STEP 5
àDisplays the outcomes and the best choice or choices

From file or
from keyboard?

→Obtain the data
from the file
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2.1.5.-Possibilities Of The Programme

The possibilities of this programme are broad, it could be used to make a decision
about whatever we like for example cars, houses, wines, where to live or any other
things, that is, for data analysing in order to find the best result based on specific
criteria, and definitely in whatever which implies to make a decision.

The program has no restriction neither in number of subjects to be considered nor in
number of criteria to assess. Thus we can work with as many subjects as we need and
with as many criteria as we want. So the possibilities and usefulness of the
programme are enormous and allow us to work with virtually any kind of decision
making.
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2.2.-Fuzzy Washing Machine

2.2.1.-Introduction

In this second application developed we’ve created a fuzzy washing machine. There
are a number of different ways in which this system could be developed [2][6], and
there’s a commercial fuzzy washing machine developed by a German company called
INFORM [7]. Now we try to develop a fuzzy washing machine using our experience
to create the fuzzy rules which carry out the process, that is trying to develop a fuzzy
logic controller.

The beginning to create the rules we think of what happens when we do the washing.
When we do it the most important aspects to determine which cycle we’ll use are the
softness of the laundry, how dirty the washing is and the quantity. Therefore, those are
the parameters we’ve taken as inputs in our system.

According to these parameters we choose either one wash programme or another and
that programme is related a cycle and a time which takes care of our laundry trying to
get the laundry as clean as possible and also, trying to ‘spoil’ the laundry as little as
possible. So as outputs we’ve determined cycle and time. Cycle regarding how hard
will be our automatic wash, and time regarding how long it will take.

We’ll get the inputs in an automatic way, obtaining them by calculating indirectly for
example from the characteristics of the wash load during the initial agitation,
computing the quantity of the laundry according to its weight and the dirt and softness
in terms of analysing the water in the initial agitation. Anyway if some of these
variables are impossible to get indirectly they could be obtained as a direct input from
the user. And as a further step, our system could work in conjunction with a neural
network in order to learn and develop the ability of analysing the laundry and learning
how to work according to the user experience. This was approached in the
commercial neuro fuzzy washing machine developed by INFORM [7].

2.2.2.-Description of the system

We work with Matlab in order to implement our system. Besides knowing which are
our inputs and outputs, also we should decide which inference method we want to use,
and different parameters related with the inference process as the AND method, OR
method, Implication, Aggregation and Defuzzification.

2.2.2.1.-Inputs and Outputs
As we’ve seen in the last point our system contains three inputs and two outputs:

- Inputs: Softness, amount of Dirt and Quantity
- Outputs: Cycle and Time

The next figure shows the external structure of the fuzzy washing machine.
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Figure 27: External structure of the fuzzy washing machine

Where,
LaundrySoftness, LaundryQuantity and LaundryDirt are INPUTS
WashingCycle and WashingTime are OUTPUTS

2.2.2.2.-Inference Method
We’ve used a Mamdani’s inference method (2.7.7), because it’s the most suitable for
our application, since we work from our experience and as we explained before
Mamdani’s method is better when the approach is based on experience.

As far as the parameters related with the inference method is concerned, we’ve chosen
the following ones:

Figure 28: Parameters related with the inference method

These parameters are the most usual and suitable for most applications, and this was
the case for our application.

But the possibilities are broad and for example, in AND method you can choose
between ‘min’ and ‘prod’, in OR method between ‘max’ and ‘probor’, in Implication
between ‘min’ and ‘prod’, and so on. Besides in all those parameters there’s the
possibility to implement any other created by the user, so if the user needs some other
option it can make it by itself [1].
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2.2.2.3.-Fuzzy Sets And Membership Functions
Once we’ve structured the inference method we want to use and its parameters, we
should define the fuzzy sets and their membership functions belonging to the inputs
and outputs.

→INPUTS:
We’ve summarized all the fuzzy sets used for the inputs in the table below.

Input Fuzzy Sets Range
Softness Hard - Medium - Soft 0 – 10
Quantity Small - Medium - Large 0 – 10
Dirty Small - Medium - Large 0 – 10

Figure 29: Table Input Fuzzy Sets

As far as Softness is concerned we defined three fuzzy sets. The input’s range is from
0 to 10. 10 being the softest one and 0 the hardest one. So always the input Softness
from the sensors or the logic which calculates this value will be a number between 0
and 10.

With Dirty and Quantity we defined three fuzzy sets also. It’s enough to get a good
result because with those sets we obtain a good mapping if the input space. Both have
the same input range as Softness and also the input will be always between 0 and 10.
10 being the most quantity and dirty and 0 the least one.

According to these fuzzy sets we have to define the membership functions which suit
us best. It’s in this moment when we have to decide between all the different types of
membership functions we can choose [1], for example triangular, trapezoidal,
gaussians, sigmoidals, etc.

In this case we’ve chosen triangular and trapezoidal membership functions because
they are simple and help us to optimise the calculation speed. They are the most used
membership functions, because of their simplicity and their good performance in a
very broad field of applications [1][2][6].

Thus in our case we chose triangular membership functions and trapezoidal
membership functions to implement our system, and the outcomes we obtain are
absolutely right in terms of cycle and time desired, so we don’t need to use other
membership functions more complicated to carry out our system. We could work with
more complicated functions, as for example gaussian or sigmoidal, but we wouldn’t
obtain better results and the calculation time would be increased

We’ve implemented the membership functions trying to divide all the input space
within our fuzzy sets, trying to map all the input space in the best way possible with
the fuzzy sets. In order to find the best performance for the fuzzy washing machine
we had to change, several times, our definition of the membership functions until we
found the best performance. What we did to achieve a better performance was
adjusting the values which defined the membership functions in order to change a bit
their shape and then obtaining a different output.
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In the next figures we can see the final membership functions and fuzzy sets for each
input.

Figure 30: Fuzzy Sets and Membership Functions for Softness

Figure 31: Fuzzy Sets and Membership Functions for Quantity

Figure 32: Fuzzy Sets and Membership Functions for Dirty

Also to show exactly how we’ve defined the membership functions the next figure
shows a table which summarizes exactly the parameters we should enter in Matlab to
built them. We chose these parameters in order to map the whole input space in the
best way possible. First we chose initial parameters, from our experience, that are
changed a bit in order to obtain the best performance possible.
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SOFTNESS
Fuzzy Set Type of Membership Function Values

Hard Trapezoidal [-4 –1.5 2 4]
Medium Triangular [3 5 7]
Soft Trapezoidal [5.5 8 12.5 14]

QUANTITY
Fuzzy Set Type of Membership Function Values

Small Trapezoidal [-4.5 -2.5 2 4.5]
Medium Triangular [3 5 7]
Large Trapezoidal [5.55 8.05 12 14.5]

DIRTY
Fuzzy Set Type of Membership Function Values

Small Trapezoidal [-4.5 -2.5 2 4.5]
Medium Triangular [3 5 7]
Large Trapezoidal [5.5 8 12.5 15]

   Table 1: Input Membership Functions values

→OUTPUTS:
We’ve summarized all the fuzzy sets used for the outputs in the table below.

Input Fuzzy Sets Range
Cycle Delicate - NormalDelicate - Medium - NormalStrong - Strong 0 – 10
Time Short - NormalShort - Medium - NormalLong - Long 25 – 90

Table 2: Output Fuzzy Sets

In this case both output variables have five fuzzy sets because we want to have
perfectly mapped, and with a great accuracy, all the output space.

In this case, as in the inputs, we’ve chosen an odd number of membership functions to
map the space of possible values, the universe of discourse. It’s not normal practise to
use an even number of membership intervals because with an odd number we have
the medium values perfectly mapped and we have a membership function exactly in
the middle of the universe of discourse, and this is good for the performance of the
system.

We’ve created the membership functions trying to divide the whole output space
within our fuzzy sets. In order to find the best performance we redefined several times
the membership function definition until we found the best ones. We redefined the
membership functions changing the base width of them, what means to change how
we map the input space, what implies a different output. So if we wanted to change
the output of the fuzzy controller, one of the options is changing their base width. At
the beginning we chose a bad definition of the fuzzy sets ‘delicate’ and ‘strong’,
making their base width too wide, so we had to redefine them making them narrower
until we found the correct definition.
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As with the outputs we chose triangular and trapezoidal membership functions to
implement the fuzzy outputs. In the next figures we can see the final membership
functions and fuzzy sets for each output.

Figure 33: Fuzzy Sets and Membership Functions for Cycle

Figure 34: Fuzzy Sets and Membership Functions for Time

In the case of Cycle which has a range between 0 and 10, 10 is the strongest wash and
0 the softest one, what it means is that with soft clothes the cycle will be the lower
values and the opposite if the clothes are quite hard.

As far as Time is concerned, it has a range between 25 and 90, as usual values.
Therefore with a large quantity of dirty clothes the time will be next to the higher
values and the opposite if conditions are reversed.

Also to show exactly how we’ve characterized the membership functions in the
following figure we can see a table which shows the values we should input in Matlab
to built them. We chose these parameters in order to map the whole input space in the
best way possible. First we chose initial parameters, from our experience, that are
changed a bit in order to obtain the best performance possible.
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CYCLE
Fuzzy Set Type of Membership Function Values

Delicate Trapezoidal [-5.8 –2.8 0.5 1.5]
NormalDelicate Triangular [0.5 2.75 5]
Medium Triangular [2.75 5 7.25]
NormalStrong Triangular [5 7.25 9.5]
Strong Trapezoidal [8.5 9.5 12.8 15.2]

TIME
Fuzzy Set Type of Membership Function Values

Short Trapezoidal [-46.5 –25.28 22.3 39.9]
NormalShort Triangular [22.3 39.9 57.5]
Medium Triangular [39.9 57.5 75.1]
NormalLong Triangular [57.5 75.1 92.7]
Long Trapezoidal [75 92.7 111.6 130]

Table 3: Output Membership Functions values

2.2.2.4.-Fuzzy Rules
Once we’ve defined the fuzzy values and membership functions it’s time to define the
fuzzy rules which will characterize the fuzzy system.

The fuzzy values and the membership functions are the nouns and verbs but we have
to make them make sense, we need to construct sentences, and that’s what fuzzy rules
do, they make sense to the fuzzy system joining variables and making them work
together.

In our case we have 27 rules, which combine all the different variables allowing the
system to take care of all the different possibilities that could happen (1.6.1). The list
of all of them is shown in the following table.

Figure 35: Fuzzy Rules Washing Machine
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Additionally in the APPENDIX II, we can find all the features of the fuzzy system
washing machine: inputs, outputs, fuzzy rules, membership functions, and so on.

These rules implement all the different possibilities (2.6) we could have with the
different inputs and fuzzy sets we have, so we’ve defined 27 rules. It is not always
necessary to implement all the possibilities, all the different combinations between the
input parameters. Indeed, there are times when it is impossible because of the large
number of inputs and fuzzy sets, what, if we wanted to implement all the different
possibilities, takes us to a non manageable number of fuzzy rules, too many to get fast
calculations and good performance. In those cases it is necessary to make a decision,
assessing which rules are the most important in order to achieve the best
characterization of the system with less rules.

But in our case we can work with all the different possibilities because the number of
fuzzy rules obtained is not too large and as a result we have a very accurate
description of the system.

The main rules we’ve followed to conform the fuzzy rules have been, first to get a
wash as delicate as possible (in order to preserve the clothes and not spoiling them)
and second with no more time than is absolutely necessary.

The wash will be as delicate as possible taking care of the softness and amount of dirt
to be dealt with during the wash:

- The softer the laundry is the more delicate the wash will be
- The less dirty the laundry is the more delicate the wash will be

Thus according to these simple main rules, it is from the experience, we’ve conform
ed to the cycle. If we have soft laundry and it is not very dirty the cycle will be nearer
to the lowest values, and in the opposite situation if we have a hard and dirty laundry
we will have a cycle nearer to the highest values, which means harder wash.

As far as the time is concerned, the most important parameters to take into account are
the quantity and the amount of dirt:

- The more quantity we have the more time we will need
- The more dirty the laundry is the more time we will need

So, if we have a large quantity of laundry we‘ll need longer and also if we have a very
dirty laundry we will also need more time. Thus we characterize time, longer with
dirty and large ‘wash’, and shorter with small and not very dirty ‘washing’. These are
the main rules to determine how time ‘works’.

We’ve worked based in these main rules which help us to establish the first set of
control rules, afterwards and to get the best performance, we’ve improved it so that, at
the end, we’d get the best set of control rules.
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2.2.2.5.-Performance
At this point we have all the required system elements. In the following figures we
can see the output surfaces in terms of the inputs covering both the whole input space
and the whole output space, in order to show the interaction between inputs and
outputs.

In these figures we can observe how a determinate value of two input values affects
the one output, it’s very useful because just with one view we can see the interaction,
and it helps us to improve the fuzzy rules if some characteristic of performance isn’t
right.

Figure 36: Surface: outputààCycle; inputààSoftness and Dirty

What the figure shows is nothing else than what we explained before. If the laundry is
soft (values close to 10) and not very dirty (values close to 0) the cycle will be delicate
(values close to 0). We can observe also that when we decrease the value of Softness
making the laundry less soft, the cycle increases its value, and the same for the Dirty,
when we increase it making the laundry dirtier implies an increase in the value of the
cycle. When the laundry isn’t neither soft or small dirty we achieve the highest value
for the cycle, this coincides with our performance goals.

Figure 37: Surface: outputààCycle; inputààSoftness and Quantity
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Here (see the figure above) we observe that the quantity isn’t very important in order
to determine which cycle the fuzzy system will use. That’s because the most
important variables to determine the cycle are softness and quantity of Dirt,
meanwhile Quantity of laundry helps us in order to determine the Time the laundry
will take.

Figure 38: Surface: outputààCycle; inputààQuantity and Dirty

The Quantity doesn’t really affect the Cycle, only if we have a large and hard laundry
the Cycle is increased a bit; in order to get a better wash and cleaner clothes. The
amount of Dirt is the much more important than quantity when we choose cycle.

Figure 39: Surface: outputààTime; inputààSoftness and Dirty

In this figure we can see how in order to determine the Time, the most important
parameter is amount of Dirt. Softness mainly affects what happens when we’re
washing delicate laundry, when we have to take care not to spoil the clothes, by
decreasing a bit the time for the wash.
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Figure 40: Surface: outputààTime; inputààSoftness and Quantity

In the figure above we observe that as we increase both variables the Time also
increases. We can see a smooth increment in the Time with higher values of the
variables. The larger the quantity of laundry we have the more time we need and the
less soft the laundry is the more time we use.

Figure 41: Surface: outputààTime; inputààQuantity and Dirty

As in the previous figure, here we can observe also a smooth increment in the
laundry’s Time with higher values of the variables. This figure is very similar to the
last one, what it implies that we’ve achieved a very good interrelation between all the
different parameters implied in decision time, achieving a smooth interrelation
between all of them.

The next table shows which are the outputs for some specific values.

We’ve tried to include the widest possibilities we could find. For example, with large
quantity, very dirty and low softness, or normal softness, medium quantity and large
dirty, and so on.
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SOFTNESS QUANTITY DIRTY CYCLE TIME
5 5 5 5.00 57.50

10 1 1 0 25
1 10 10 10 89.9
3 8 8 9.92 88.8
7 3 5 2.75 26.1

5.5 2 9 7.25 57.5
6 9 3 4.34 52.3
9 2.5 8.5 5 39.9

8.5 5.5 4.5 2.75 39.9
2 4 6 7.76 69.9

Table 4: Table of typical input-output for our fuzzy washing machine

The table shows just a few examples, and it’s just the result of how we’ve constructed
the fuzzy system, it’s the response to our fuzzy rules and membership functions, the
response to the background of the fuzzy system.

2.2.2.6.-The whole system

In conclusion, we’ve got a system that from three inputs, Softness, Quantity and
amount of Dirt, gives us two outputs, Cycle and Time. It’s as a black box which
knows how to work to obtain the best wash possible.
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Figure 42: The whole system

And inside the fuzzy controller we have the whole fuzzy system and it would be the
brain of an automatic fuzzy washing machine.

This figure above shows a Simulink file, ‘FuzzyWashingMachine.mdl’, created to
make easy the input of different parameters in order to test the system. And Simulink
it’s a powerful tool to build systems, so this could help us as first step of a system
which which used this fuzzy controller.
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2.2.6.-Commercial Application
The fuzzy washing machine could become a real and commercial application. We’ve
got a system which works very well and improves the actual washing machines
because releases us from having to chose which cycle we have to use when we’re
going to do the laundry.

In case of the possibility of implementing it, it should be studied carefully how to
obtain the inputs of the systems in order to achieve as accurate performance as
possible. If a good implementation was realised we’d have an automatic fuzzy
washing machine which would give us the best wash we’ve ever seen.

2.2.7.-How we worked: Flowchart
In the following flowchart we explain how we worked, starting working from our own
experience to create the first set of fuzzy sets, membership functions and fuzzy rules,
then testing the performance of the fuzzy system obtained and changing some
characteristics of the fuzzy system in order to obtain a better performance.

Working from the experience

First set of fuzzy sets,
membership functions and

fuzzy rules

Test input-output

Is the Output
right?

Final Fuzzy Washing Machine

Modification of the fuzzy sets
and/or the membership functions

and/or the fuzzy rules

Yes

No
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2.3.-Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference System For Noise Cancellation
And Speech Enhancement

2.3.1.-Explanation Of The Problem

A lot of approaches to speech enhancement have been explained [18][19], also to the
noise cancellation [16][20], in lots of different ways and with many different
technologies, from analogical filters through to neural networks.

The problem we’ll try to solve is concerned with realistic speech in room
environments, where we’re affected by lots of different kinds of noise; from a car’s
engine through to another person speaking at the same time as us. The goal is to try to
get a speech as clear as possible by cancelling the different noises and speech
interferences.

To achieve this goal we use a microphone array [25] (related to beamforming, 3.3.2.2)
and an adaptive fuzzy inference system (2.9). Adaptive array processing [21], [22] has
emerged as an effective method for speech enhancement in various applications, such
as hearing aids, speech acquisition in adverse conditions [23] and hands free-voice
communication [24]. And we’ll use it with our system.

In our case we work with an array of 3 microphones. This is a usual number of
microphones used when it’s working with speech [16] which allow the system to
work correctly with the array, although it’s possible to use more microphones [26]
three microphones is enough for our application.

We want to get a system that should be capable of dealing with noises such as wind,
breath noise and random sources in general, what’s referred to as white gaussian
noise. Capable of dealing with noises such as rotating machinery, noise from car
engine, etc, what’s periodic noise. And finally it has to be capable of dealing with
another interfering speech signals.

The system should be capable, also, to deal with speech interferences coming from
any angle. Therefore the system shouldn’t be affected by the angle of arrival of the
system. This also applies to the angle of arrival of the desired speech. This one has to
be within +90 and –90 degrees, in order to allow the person who’s making the speech
to speak with no restriction in his/her position, but he/she has to speak in front of the
microphones because the microphones automatically decreases the signal which
arrives from other angles.

So in the following page we can see a figure which shows what we’ve been
explaining until now.
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 Figure 43: Noise Cancellation Problem

Therefore, noise cancellation and speech enhancement are very important in order to
enhance the intelligibility of the speech, and also they are very important in speech
recognition, for example, where it’s necessary to have a clear speech to allow the
speech recognition systems to work correctly.

The main problem we’ve found has been the lack of real data, so we’ve created some
by simulating the human voice, and the same for the different noises and the
interference signals. So we’ve been working with theoretical data. How we’ve created
this data is explained in the following points.

2.3.2.-Theoretical Background

2.3.2.1.-Speech Signal

As we don’t have real data we had to create our own theoretical data by means of a
wave signal with human voice characteristics.

The human voice is a sinusoidal signal which has a carrier frequency and it’s
modulated in frequency and amplitude in order to implement the changes in loudness
and pitch of the human voice. Paplinski gives us a simple approximation to the human
voice [W11][12]:
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f represents the carrier frequency. The range for human voice typically is from 50Hz
to 5kHz [W1], but as far as a speech is concerned the frequency range is from 500Hz
to 3000Hz [W1][W2][W3], what is called the “speech zone frequency”.

fa  and fm are the frequencies which implement the modulation in loudness and pitch
of the voice [W1][W2][W3]. They use to be between 200Hz and 500Hz, since there
aren’t critical changes neither in the frequency nor in the loudness of the voice while a
speech is. And obviously t refers to time.

2.3.2.2.-Introduction to beamforming
We define beamforming as the spatial processing of plane waves received for an array
of sensors such that the waves incident to a particular spatial angle are passed through,
whereas those arriving from other directions are attenuated[14][15]. What means is
that with beamforming it’s possible to enhance some arrival angles of the signal
received and attenuate other ones. With this skill beamforming helps us to achieve a
narrower response in a desired direction or directions, which is one of its goals.

For example, it allows us to obtain a narrower focus response (figure 26) from a much
wider response (figure 25). This feature is useful for radar and sonar signal processing
to steer the reception of signals towards a desired direction, and in speech processing
to reduce the effects of ambient noise. Beamforming is used mainly in spatial signal
processing.

Figure 44: Wide response to the desired signal

Figure 45: Narrower response to the desired signal thanks to beamforming
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Beamforming achieves what we explained above thanks to an adaptive linear array of
sensors and the delays and phase differences appeare when those sensors receive a
signal.

We could define as an adaptive linear array or adaptive beamforming system a set of
spatially disposed sensor elements to an adaptive signal processor. These sensors are
disposed spatially arranged in a straight line and with equal distance (d) between
them.

We consider the above disposition of the sensors and a sinusoidal plane wave with a
frequency f0 propagating towards the sensor array at an incidence angle of θ as we
illustrate in the figure 27. The array of sensors samples the incoming sinusoidal wave.
There’s a time delay for the wave to travel a distance of d between two adjacent
sensors. This delay is given by the next expression:

c
d θ

τ
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=

where c is the speed of propagation of the wave in the medium and θ the incidence
angle. The phase difference corresponding to a delay of τ is given by:
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These delays and phase differences allows the adaptive signal processing to carry out
the attenuation or enhancement of the signal.

In the next figure we can see an illustration of a beamformer for directional reception
of signals which is what we explained above. The output would go to an adaptive
signal processor to achieve the desired response.

Figure 46: Beamformer for directional reception of signals

(7)

(8)
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Adaptive linear arrays can be used to reduce or eliminate directional interference by
adaptive cancelling or adaptive nulling, thus improving the signal-to-noise ratio.

Using different kinds of adaptive algorithms, adaptive receiving arrays can steer
themselves automatically to pick out the signal without knowing beforehand its
direction of arrival, and separate this signal from directional interferences as long as
their directions of arrival are different from that of the signal [15].

It’s also possible to determine the direction of arrival of the signal in presence of
interference, or to make them sensitive to strong signals, weak signals, stationary
signals, periodic signals, infrequent transient signals, … . The number of possibilities
is very broad and they are very useful in spatial signal processing.

2.3.2.3.-Introduction to noise in speech

If we processed speech in a special room under near ideal conditions, with all the
features necessaries to avoid any other sound except the speech and recording with a
high-fidelity equipment, we’d probably get almost a pure sound. But usually we’re
not working in such an idealistic condition, usually we’re affected by the surrounding,
which implies many other sounds which, at the same time, affect the reception of the
speech, making it not as pure as we’d like.

Which are those sounds that affect our reception? We could be affected by automotive
and aircraft engines, wind, breath noise, jamming and other random sources. Also we
could receive an interference signal similar to the speech we want to process.
Therefore, as we can see, it isn’t as easy as it seemed to get a clear speech in real
conditions. There are three main kinds of noise involved with speech. These types of
noise of concern to us can be classified as follows.

2.3.2.3.1.-Periodic noise

As its name shows, periodic noise is a type of noise which is repeated each certain
time. We have different periods of noise which are repeated along the time axis. For
instance, periodic noise could be a period of white gaussian noise repeated along the
time.

The most common sources of periodic noise used to be rotating machinery (for
instance aircraft and automotive engines) and electrical interference (mainly 50-60Hz
hum). To realize how a periodic sound sounds we can think of a car engine.
Everybody has heard the engine of a car working, it emits a characteristic periodic
sound, it’s a sound periodically repeated. That gives us an idea of what’s a periodic
sound and how it sounds.
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Because of these sources, it’s very usual to be affected by periodic noise in a real
environment, mainly because of the things which surround us and everybody has
often heard a car or a motorcycle while we’re speaking.

The following figures show what we said above, illustrating a single period of white
gaussian noise and the resulting periodic noise.
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Figure 47: Period of white gaussian noise
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Figure 48: Periodic noise
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2.3.2.3.2.-Wideband noise

Wideband noise is the second type of noise we can suffer. It’s usually assumed that if
is white and Gaussian.

The most common sources of wideband noise include wind, breath noise, jamming
and random sources in general.
So to implement those kind of noises we can use a Gaussian approach since many
classes of noise can be approximated in this way.

These approaches follow the Gaussian probability density function[14][15]:
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In the next figure we can see both functions.

Figure 49: Gaussian density and distribution functions
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2.3.2.3.3.- Interfering Speech

As far as speech is concerned, the last type of noise we could suffer is another speech.
That signal could be either a reflection of the desired speech or another different
speech. Both types are very common in real environments. We have often been
suffering another speech at the same time as we were speaking, and it’s really quite a
nuisance to deal with it at the same time, for the speaker and also for the listener who
has to distinguish between both speeches, that’s not easy.
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Figure 50: Interference Speech

If there’s another speech signal interfering with our desired speech, it will usually be
quite different from the desired speech, with different pitch and different loudness (the
main parameters in a speech signal). It’s quite impossible to deal with two speech
signals, one the desired speech and the other one the interference signal, both very
similar. That difference has to be used to sort out this kind of interference noise, but
even with this smooth difference between the signals it’s not easy to solve the
problem of speech interference.

This kind of noise is very unpleasant because of its similarity with the desired signal
and the facility to confuse and mix both signals makes it difficult to understand the
main speech. And again it is a very usual source of interference in speech signals.
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Figure 51: Interference Speech: zoom

2.3.2.4.-Theoretical Concepts

In order to explain which units we use to calculate the response of the system and to
study the different waves implied in the system we work with dB(decibels) and the
Signal Noise Ratio (SNR).

We need to know how many dB are our signals in order to study the performance of
our system and also to know with which kind of signals we’re working.

Before calculating the dB of the signal we should calculate the root mean square
value (rms). The reason for calculating the rms value is to find the power carrying
capability of the signal. An approximation is done by firstly squaring the
instantaneous voltage values to give power. These values are then summed up and
averaged before converting back to the rms voltage by the square root operation. With
the equation below we calculate the rms value of a signal:
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Once we’ve got the rms values we can obtain the SNR and the gain between the
desired signal, the desired speech, and the output of the signal. The Signal to Noise
Ratio is the relation between the signal and the noise which is affecting it, the relation
between their powers [17]. The SNR is calculated in dB and there are two possibilities
to obtain it, although the values obtained with both equations are the same.:
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As far as gain is concerned, it is defined in dB and by the following equation:
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Thanks to this equation we can study the relation in terms of decibels between our
output signal and the speech we should have obtained at the output.

To study the accuracy of the response, how much the output of the ANFI system
differs to the desired speech, we use a parameter call correlation [W17]. This we
calculate with the Matlab function corrcoef.m. By using this function a value was
obtained to quantify how similar two signals are. The value returned is a normalised
value so the closer the value is to 1 the greater the correlation between the two signals.

A correlation of around 0.7 is enough to obtain a good performance [W12][W18] in
terms of speech signals, although obviously, the higher the correlation we have the
better results we get.

2.3.3.-Programs developed

2.3.3.1.-Data training program
The goal of this program is to create a set of training data suitable to train the ANFI
system. In this program we’ve created all the data needed to obtain a hopefully good
set of inputs and outputs in order to be able to train the neural fuzzy system. We have
to try to obtain an input data set what includes as many possible speech situations
(different pitch and amplitudes, angles of arrival, etc) as we can. In this program we
have to create all the data involved in our speech problem. That is: desired speech,
white gaussian noise, periodic noise and interference speech. In the followings steps
we’ll explain how we’ve constructed the data.

2.3.3.1.1.-STEP 1: Constants and sample frequency
In this step we define the speed of the sound. This is necessary to calculate the delay
between the different microphones. As we saw before (3.3.2.2) to calculate the delay
it is necessary to know the speed of propagation of the wave in the medium in our
case it is the speed of the sound in the air.

Also in this step we define the distance between the microphones. The minimum
separation is one half wavelength of the highest frequency component of interest [16].
Since, as we said before, the frequency range for the speech is between 500 and
3000Hz we set a distance of 5cm.

(13)

(14)
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Also we set the sampling frequency. We have to consider the Nyquist theorem related
to the sample frequency. The equally spaced sampling frequency, fs needs to be more
than twice the maximum frequency. In our case the maximum frequency is 2000Hz,
so we should sample with a minimum frequency of 4000Hz. But in order to achieve a
good sampling of the signals we sample with a frequency of 38000Hz. With this
sample frequency we can reconstruct very accurately the signal and be sure that we
are working with accurate signals.

Script 8: ANFI system ààdata program àà  training data àà STEP 1

2.3.3.1.2.-STEP 2: Desired Speech

Here we define the desired speech following the equation shown before (3.3.2.1) but
with some changes to adapt it to our work. Usually the level of a quiet speech or a
quiet conversation is around 60dB [W3], so to obtain a signal of a level around 60dB
we have to increase the amplitude of the signal. And in order to make it easy all the
different tests easy to do we’ve input the amplitude of the signal as a variable, and
also the different coefficients of the amplitude and frequency modulation. As shown
below:

speech=(A+coef_A*sin(wfa*t)).*sin(wf_speech*(1+coef_P*cos(wfm*t)).*t)
 where,

A is the amplitude of the signal
coef_A is the coefficient of the amplitude modulation
wfa is the frequency (in rad/s) of the amplitude modulation
wf_speech is the carrier frequency
coef_P is the coefficient of the frequency modulation
wfm is the frequency (in rad/s) of the frequency modulation

To get a signal of 60dB we need an amplitude of around 1000 and this is the value we
use. Besides we have to define the amplitude and frequency modulation. As we saw
before (3.3.2.1) they use to be between 200 and 500Hz, and we set these values as
500Hz for the amplitude modulation and 200Hz for the frequency modulation.
As far as the frequency of the signal is concerned to train the system we used different
sets of values. Here we show only one of these different sets of values we used to
train the system in order to get the best performance. Usually we trained the system

%%%%%%% STEP 1
%%  Define  constants  %%%%%%%%%%%%%
%speed of the sound in m/s
c=345;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
d = 0.05; % Distance between microphones (meters)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SAMPLING FREQUENCY
N = 12000;  %Sample number
fs=35000;  % set a sampling frequency 20x speech frequency
t=(0:N-1)*(1/fs); % Set the sampling time and sampling intervals

(15)
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not with just one frequency for the desired speech, but with different values equally
spaced within the set of samples.

As far as the angle of arrival of the signal is concerned we varied the angle also with
different sets of values, but in this case trying to boost the arrival at 0 degrees,
because this is usually where the signal will arrivel. The angle of arrival is important
because it determines the delay between the microphones, which is what makes the
input signal different in them. In the script below we show one of the different sets we
used.

The speech signal is the desired signal and it is necessary to use it as the desired
output when we train the neural fuzzy system.

%%% DESIRED SPEECH: sinusoidal modulated in amplitude and frequency
    fm=200;    % Modulation frequency gives us the variation of the pitch of the speech
    fa=500; %Amplitude Modulation: gives us the variation in loudness
    A=1000;    %default amplitude
    coef_A=240;  %coefficient which implements the influence of the amplitude modulation
    coef_P=0.2; %coefficient which implements the influence of the frequency modulation (pitch)
%FREQUENCY OF THE SIGNAL
steps_D=10;              %we divide the number of samples in five parts
T_D=floor(N/steps_D);   %length of a single part
for i=1:steps_D
    for n=1:T_D
        if i==1 f_speech=100; end  if i==2 f_speech=100; end  if i==3 f_speech=100; end
        if i==4 f_speech=100; end  if i==5 f_speech=3000; end if i==6 f_speech=3000; end
        if i==7 f_speech=3000; end if i==8 f_speech=3000; end if i==9 f_speech=100; end
        if i==10 f_speech=3000; end
        wf_speech(1,n+T_D*(i-1))=2*pi*f_speech;
    end
end
dif_D=N-T_D*steps_D;
if dif_D~=0
    f_speech=1500;   %0 degrees is the angle of arrival of the samples remaining
    for x=1:dif_D
        wf_speech(1,x+T_D*steps_D)=2*pi*f_speech;
    end
end
wfm=2*pi*fm;    % Angular frequency for frequency modulation signal (radians)
wfa=2*pi*fa;    % Angular frequency for amplitude modulation signal (radians)
speech=(A+coef_A*sin(wfa*t)).*sin(wf_speech.*(1+coef_P*cos(wfm*t)).*t); %create speech
signal
% ANGLE OF ARRIVAL OF THE SIGNAL
steps=5;           %we divide the number of samples in five parts
T=floor(N/steps);  %length of a single part
for i=1:steps
    for n=1:T %in degrees
        if i==1 ang_arrival_speech=-5; end  if i==2 ang_arrival_speech=-5; end
        if i==3 ang_arrival_speech=0; end   if i==4 ang_arrival_speech=5; end
        if i==5 ang_arrival_speech=5; end
        del_speech(1,n+T*(i-1))=d*(sin(ang_arrival_speech*(pi/180))/c);
    end
end
dif=N-T*steps;
f dif~=0
    ang_arrival_speech=0;   %0 degrees is the angle of arrival of the samples remaining
    for x=1:dif
        del_speech(1,x+T*steps)=d*(sin(ang_arrival_speech*(pi/180))/c);   %-->0 degrees --> 0
delay
    end
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Script 9: ANFI system ààdata program àà  desired speech àà STEP 2

2.3.3.1.3.-STEP 3: White Gaussian Noise
In this step we only define the white Gaussian Noise (WGN). We use a Matlab
function wgn to generate it. We decide how many decibels it has. Usually we trained
the systems with WGN of 50dB, but also with other values. And once generated, we
add it to the speech signals for the different microphones.

Script 10: ANFI system ààdata program àà  white gaussian noise àà STEP 3

2.3.3.1.4.-STEP 4: Periodic White Gaussian Noise (PWGN)

We define the PWGN, another noise that, as we saw before (3.3.2.3.1), affects the
speech. As with the WGN we could define the decibels of the noise, and also usually
it used to have 50dB, but other values were tested as well. Once created it was added
it to the signals for each microphone.

In this case we created a function to obtain periodic WGN, periodic_noise. It’s
possible to see it in the ANNEX III.

.

Script 11: ANFI system ààdata program àà  Periodic WGN àà STEP 4

%WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE

dB_wgn=50;  %power of the WGN

%Y = WGN(M,N,P) generates an M-by-N matrix of WGN. P specifies power output noise in dB.

white_gn=wgn(1,N,dB_wgn);    %we create a white Gaussian noise of dB_wgn dB

speech_1_wgn=speech_1+white_gn; %we add the noise to the speech signal

speech_2_wgn=speech_2+white_gn; %we add the noise to the speech signal

speech_3_wgn=speech_3+white_gn; %we add the noise to the speech signal

%periodic_noise(M,dB,rep) generates a 1-by-M matrix of periodic WGN

%'dB' power of the noise signal in decibels(db), 'rep' number of equivalent periods inside the signal

dB_per_wgn=50;  %power of the periodic noise

rep=100;        %number of periods inside the vector N

per_wgn=periodic_noise(N,dB_per_wgn,rep);    %we create a Periodic WGN of 50dB

speech_1_n=speech_1_wgn+per_wgn; %we add the noise to the speech signal

speech_2_n=speech_2_wgn+per_wgn; %we add the noise to the speech signal

speech_3_n=speech_3_wgn+per_wgn; %we add the noise to the speech signal

speech_1=(A+coef_A*sin(wfa*t)).*sin(wf_speech.*(1+coef_P*cos(wfm*t)).*t);
speech_2=(A+coef_A*sin(wfa*t)).*sin(wf_speech.*(1+coef_P*cos(wfm*t)).*(t+del_speech));
speech_3=(A+coef_A*sin(wfa*t)).*sin(wf_speech.*(1+coef_P*cos(wfm*t)).*(t+2*del_speech));
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2.3.3.1.5.-STEP 5: Interference speech

As we explained before (3.3.2.3.3), the interference is another speech signal that
interferes with our speech. This signal is the same as the speech signal we explained
in 3.3.3.1.1. Also here we tried to vary the frequency of the speech, the carrier
frequency, in order to obtain a system capable of receiving interference signals with
frequencies within the whole range. We did the same with the angle of arrival of the
interference speech. Here we show one of the different sets of values used.

%INTERFERENCE SPEECH
    fm_interf=200;   % Modulation frequency gives us the variation of the pitch of the speech
    fa_interf=300;   %Amplitude Modulation: gives us the variation in loudness
    A_interf=500;    %default amplitude
    coef_A_interf=60;  %coefficient which implements the influence of the amplitude modulation
    coef_P_interf=0.2;  coefficient which implements the influence of the frequency modulation
(pitch)
% INTERFERENCE SPEECH FREQUENCY
steps_F=10;              %we divide the number of samples in five parts
T_F=floor(N/steps_F);   %length of a single part
for i=1:steps_F
    for n=1:T_F %in degrees
        if i==1 f_speech_interf=3000; end        if i==2 f_speech_interf=3000; end
        if i==3 f_speech_interf=3000; end        if i==4 f_speech_interf=3000; end
 if i==5 f_speech_interf=100; end          if i==6 f_speech_interf=100; end
        if i==7 f_speech_interf=100; end          if i==8 f_speech_interf=100; end
        if i==9 f_speech_interf=3000; end        if i==10 f_speech_interf=100; end
        wf_speech_interf(1,n+T_F*(i-1))=2*pi*f_speech_interf;
    end
end
dif_F=N-T_F*steps_F;
if dif_F~=0
    f_speech_interf=1500;   %0 degrees is the angle of arrival of the samples remaining
    for x=1:dif_F
        wf_speech_interf(1,x+T_F*steps_F)=2*pi*f_speech_interf;
    end
end
wfm_interf=2*pi*fm_interf;  % Angular frequency for frequency modulation signal (radians)
wfa_interf=2*pi*fa_interf;  % Angular frequency for amplitude modulation signal (radians)
speech_interf=(A_interf+coef_A_interf*sin(wfa_interf*t)).*sin(wf_speech_interf.*

(1+coef_P_interf*cos(wfm_interf*t)).*t);
% ANGLE OF ARRIVAL OF THE INTERFERENCE SIGNAL
steps_I=18;           %we divide the number of samples in five parts
T_I=floor(N/steps_I);  %length of a single part
for i=1:steps_I
    for n=1:T_I %in degrees
        if i==1 ang_arrival_interf=-30; end if i==2 ang_arrival_interf=-30; end
        if i==3 ang_arrival_interf=-55; end if i==4 ang_arrival_interf=-75; end
        if i==5 ang_arrival_interf=-95; end        if i==6 ang_arrival_interf=-115; end
        if i==7 ang_arrival_interf=-135; end      if i==8 ang_arrival_interf=-155; end
        if i==9 ang_arrival_interf=-175; end      if i==10 ang_arrival_interf=165; end
        if i==11 ang_arrival_interf=145; end      if i==12 ang_arrival_interf=125; end
        if i==13 ang_arrival_interf=105; end      if i==14 ang_arrival_interf=85; end
        if i==15 ang_arrival_interf=65; end        if i==16 ang_arrival_interf=45; end
        if i==17 ang_arrival_interf=30; end        if i==18 ang_arrival_interf=30; end
        del_interf(1,n+T_I*(i-1))=d*(sin(ang_arrival_interf*(pi/180))/c);
    end
end
dif_I=N-T_I*steps_I;
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Script 12: ANFI system ààdata program àà  interference speech signal àà STEP 5

2.3.3.1.6.-STEP 6: Defining the training data to work with ANFI

In this step we prepare the training data to work with ANFI in Matlab. The input to
the function which calculates the anfi process in Matlab, anfis.m, needs the data in a
determinate way. It must be input as a matrix, where the last column is the output and
as many columns as inputs our system had. So if we have a system with three inputs
and one output we should have something like this:

Input1 Input2  Input 3       Output
training data 1        3    5     2 8
training data 2     9    8     6 7

  …       …          … …

So the columns will be the inputs and the output of the systems, and the rows will be
all the different data we have.

All the signals we had until now from the data generation program had 1 row and N
columns so we need to transform all the signals of the desired speech with all the
noises (speech_1_all_n_anfi, speech_2_all_n_anfi, speech_3_all_n_anfi) and the
interference signals (interf_1, interf_2, interf_3) from a single row and many columns
to a single column and many rows, and that’s what we do at the beginning of this step.

Afterwards we add to the speech signals with the noise the interference signals, and
then we convert the training data into the form we explained above which is required
by anfis.m.

if dif_I~=0
    ang_arrival_interf=45;   %0 degrees is the angle of arrival of the samples remaining
    for x=1:dif_I
        del_interf(1,x+T_I*steps_I)=d*(sin(ang_arrival_interf*(pi/180))/c);   %-->0 degrees --> 0
delay
    end
end
interf_1=(A_interf+coef_A_interf*sin(wfa_interf*t)).*sin(wf_speech_interf.*

(1+coef_P_interf*cos(wfm_interf*t)).*t);
interf_2=(A_interf+coef_A_interf*sin(wfa_interf*t)).*sin(wf_speech_interf.*

(1+coef_P_interf*cos(wfm_interf*t)).*(t+del_interf));
interf_3=(A_interf+coef_A_interf*sin(wfa_interf*t)).*sin(wf_speech_interf.*

(1+coef_P_interf*cos(wfm_interf*t)).*(t+2*del_interf));
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Script 13: defining the training data to work with ANFI àà STEP 6

2.3.3.2.-Training ANFI system
The aim of this program is to train the system in order to achieve the best performance
possible. We’ll train the adaptive neural fuzzy inference system (with anfis.m) and
afterwards we’ll study its performance by inputting a set of input-output data (with
evalfis.m) and looking at the correlation and dB value between the output of the
system and the desired speech.

2.3.3.2.1.-STEP 1: first definition of the membership functions
There are two possibilities in Matlab to create the first membership functions. The
first one is when we have some idea of what they should look like, or if we have
specific parameters or shapes. Then we create the first definition of the membership
functions (as we did to create the fuzzy washing machine system) using the fuzzy
GUI that Matlab provides. And once created we store it in the workspace as a fuzzy
file.

But if we don’t have any idea of how the initial membership functions should look
like Matlab provides a command called genfis1 which helps in order to find a first
approach to the initial set of membership functions. And that is what we used here.
This command studies the training data we created before and does a first
approximation to the solution. It’s a general look at the training data to convert it into
an initial set of membership functions, later we’ll use these ones as initial membership
functions when we’ll train the ANFI with anfis.m.

Script 14:ANFI system àà training program àà  first definition of the membership functions àà
STEP 1

%DEFINE THE TRAINING DATA TO WORK WITH ANFIS %%%%%%%%%%
for i=1:N   speech_1_all_n_anfi(i,1)=speech_1_all_n(1,i); end
for i=1:N speech_2_all_n_anfi(i,1)=speech_2_all_n(1,i); end
for i=1:N speech_3_all_n_anfi(i,1)=speech_3_all_n(1,i); end
for i=1:N interf_1_anfi(i,1)=interf_1(1,i); end
for i=1:N interf_2_anfi(i,1)=interf_2(1,i); end
for i=1:N interf_3_anfi(i,1)=interf_3(1,i); end
for i=1:N speech_anfi(i,1)=speech(1,i); end
%  Define training input signal to impinge on the microphones
% Signal to impinge on each microphone is defined to be:  desired speech + interference speech +
noise
for z=1:N
    inputSignal1(z,1)=speech_1_all_n_anfi(z,1)+interf_1_anfi(z,1);
    inputSignal2(z,1)=speech_2_all_n_anfi(z,1)+interf_2_anfi(z,1);
    inputSignal3(z,1)=speech_3_all_n_anfi(z,1)+interf_3_anfi(z,1);
end
trnData=[inputSignal1 inputSignal2 inputSignal3 speech_anfi]; %we define the trainig data

%we define the number of MFs
numMFs=7;
%we define which type
mfType='gaussmf';
%genfis
fismat=genfis1(trnData,numMFs,mfType);
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2.3.3.2.2.-STEP 2: training the ANFI system

In the previous section we created the initial membership functions, now we can start
training the system. The command provided by Matlab to train an ANFI system is
anfis.m. In this function we have to input the training data we defined with the
program training_data.m (which it’s possible to see complete in ANNEX III), the
membership functions we created before (fismat) and some training options in order
to produce the most suitable training that we can.

Script 15: ANFI system àà training program àà  training the ANFI system àà STEP 2

When the training process is finished in fismat1 we’ve got the membership functions
which suit best the training data, and in trnErr the error we have.

It’s possible also to input some checking data besides the training data but for our
experience and for the special characteristics of the fuzzy logic was better to work just
with training data which contained the widest range of possibilities, in terms of input
data, possible.

2.3.3.2.3.-STEP 3: performance of the system

In this last step we already have the system trained and now it’s time to study its
performance. To get the output of an ANFI system we use evalfis.m. We have to input
some data, only input values not output values, and the fuzzy system we obtained
when the training finished, fismat1. The output of this function is the output of the
ANFI system, it is the response of our system.

Once we obtained the output we can study the response by means of the correlation,
between the desired speech and the output speech from our system, and the dB values.

%we define the training options
%[1]=number of epochs (10)
%[2]=error goal (0)
%[3]=initial step size (0.01)
%[4]=step-size decrease rate (0.9)
%[5]=step-size increase rate (1.1)
trnOpt=[200 0 0.1 0.9 1.1]

%execute anfis
%in fismat1 we have the last rules
%in trnErr the error we do
%in ss the step increment
%in fismat2 we have the last rules. This is the fismat we should use for further calculation
%in chkErr the error we do
[fismat1,trnErr]=anfis(trnData,fismat,trnOpt);
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Script 16: ANFI system àà training program àà  performance of the systemàà STEP 3

Obviously, once we have the ANFI system trained we can test it with different sets of
data value, and once they are converted to work with the system, it is only necessary
to execute evalfis.m to get the response of our system to those values, without the
necessity of retraining the system.

2.3.4.-Results analysis
In order to find the best ANFI system we did different tests to generate the best
training data (to achieve the best performance) and the best way of training, in terms
of the number of membership functions, their type and the most suitable training
options.

As far as the way of training the ANFI system is concerned we have three main
aspects to consider:

•The first one is the number of membership functions. Usually five membership
functions are used to map the input space, but it is possible to use other numbers of
membership functions. We always use an odd number, and if the application is
complicated then three membership functions are not enough, so five is a number
which offers good performance and is computationally quite fast. More than seven
membership functions is possible although this is unusual. In the first tests we carried
out we worked with three, five and seven membership functions. With three the
performance achieved wasn’t good enough and with seven the training time was
significantly increased and the difference of performance from working with five
wasn’t significant. We can see this looking at the table 5, where the test 10 use seven
membership functions and if we look at the tables 6 and 7 we can realize that its
performance is not the best. Therefore we mainly work with five membership
functions.

•The second main subject to consider is the type of membership functions. In order to
achieve smooth transitions we chose gaussian functions. We also tested sigmoidal
functions but the results weren’t as good as with gaussian ones (we can look the test 5
in table 5 where we use sigmoidal membership functions and if we look at the tables 6
and 7 we’ll realize that the outcomes weren’t the best).

%evalfis helps us in order to calculate the output of the ANFI system for a determinate input

%so it's the tool to obtain the response of our ANFI system

trnOut=evalfis([trnData(:,1) trnData(:,2) trnData(:,3)],fismat1);

correlation=corrcoef(trnData(:,4),trnOut); %Correlation between output signal and desired signal

trncorrel=correlation(1,2)

rms_out=rms_dB(trnOut) %calculate dB value of the output

rms_speech=rms_dB(trnData(:,4)) %calculate dB value of the desired speech

rms_interf=rms_dB(interf_1_anfi)  %calculate dB value of the interference speech
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•The third and last subject is the training options. Within these options we find the
epoch number, the error goal, the initial step size and the step size decrease and
increase rate. As far as the number of epochs is concerned we tested with different
ones and we realized that usually the most important to achieve a good performance
wasn’t the number of epochs and the training options but the training data. Because of
the characteristics of the fuzzy logic it was more important to train the system with a
set of input data that included as many different possibilities of input data as we
could, what we meant is that we had to obtain a training data set which included the
different angles of arrival, the different possible frequencies of the signal, etc. So in
the end, we used to a small number of epochs because we didn’t need a large number
to achieve the best performance. Usually we used between 20 and 100 number of
epochs, but we tested the system with 8000, 5000, and 2000 number of epochs and we
realized that the improvement wasn’t significant and often after a few epochs the
system didn’t improve its performance. It is also possible to train the system with
checking data besides training data, but, as we said before, just trying to find a
training data that mapped the whole input space was enough. Adding checking data
we didn’t obtain better results and again, the time of training increased a lot.

As we said before we tried to obtain training data which mapped all the input space.
Therefore we worked with different sets of input data changing the carrier frequency
of the desired speech (in order to map all the input space of possible carrier
frequencies), the angles of arrival of the desired and interference speech, the distance
between microphones (we got better results if the system was trained with longer
distances between microphones than our standard distance, 0.05 meters) and the
amplitude of the desired speech.

On the next few pages we’ll see different tables. The Table 5 is related to the most
important tests we did. In this table we can see all the different parameters we worked
with. There are eleven tests. In the Table 6 we show the different inputs we used to
test the different ANFI systems obtained with each test. And the Tables 7 and 8 show
respectively the correlation and gain obtained for each test in each input set.

Looking at the different correlations and gains obtained the test which gave us the
best performance, regarding all the different input data sets, was number seven.
Looking at the different tests shown we can see that the best ones are the sixth, the
seventh and the twelfth. The twelfth has very good results in the first input data sets,
in the tests from 2 to 7 is the best, but it fails when either the amplitude of the desired
signal or the amplitude of the noise are increased (set 14 and 18, Table 7). Besides
these initial tests we carried out other input data tests in order to investigate the
behaviour of tests six, seven and twelve related to the amplitude of the desired speech,
and we saw that the behaviour of the twelfth in terms of different amplitudes was very
poor, therefore it was not used any further.

For the sixth and the seventh we can observe that both results are quite similar, but
looking carefully we can determine that the seventh is better than the sixth, mainly
because of its better behaviour in terms of noise, and its good performance in terms of
the different input frequencies of the desired and interference signal (sets 2-7, 21-22,
Tables 7 and 8). Finally we chose the seventh as the best.
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Desired Speech Interference Speech

T d N A(dB) coef_A coef_P wf(kHz) angle WGN(dB) PN A(dB) coef_A coef_P wf(kHz) angle NMF TYPE TrnOpt

1 0.05 5000 72 240 0.9 150010\0\-10 50 50 51 60 0.2f. 1 to 2.5 f.-15 to 15 5Gaussian [2 0 0.2 0.9 1.1]

2 1 5000 72 240 0.2f. 1 to 3 10\0\-10 50 50 51 60 0.2f. 1 to 2.5 f.-15 to 15 5Gaussian [2 0 0.2 0.9 1.1]

3 0.05 5000 57 240 0.2 1000 0 50 50 51 240 0.2 3000 50 5Gaussian [20 0 0.1 0.9 1.1]

4 2 8000 57 240 0.2500\2500 5\0\-5 50 50 51 60 0.22500\500 f. -30 to 30 5Gaussian [20 0 0.2 0.9 1.1]

5 1 3500 69.5 240 0.2100\3000 5\0\-5 50 50 51 240 0.23000\100 f.-15 to 15 5Dsigmf [100 0 0.2 0.9 1.1]

6 2 8000 69.5 240 0.2300\2800 5\0\-5 50 50 51 60 0.22800\300 f.-15 to 15 5Gaussian [40 0 0.2 0.9 1.1]

7 2 12000 66 240 0.2100\3000 5\0\-5 50 50 51 60 0.23000\100 f. -30 to 30 5Gaussian [40 0 0.2 0.9 1.1]

8 2 15000 57 240 0.21000\2000 5\0\-5 55 55 51 60 0.22000\1000 f. -30 to 30 5Gaussian [30 0 0.1 0.9 1.1]

9 2 12000 57 240 0.2200\2700 5\0\-5 55 50 51 60 0.22700\200 f. -30 to 30 5Gaussian [30 0 0.1 0.9 1.1]

10 1 5000 57 240 0.2500\1250\2000 5\0\-5 50 50 51 60 0.2500\1250\2000 f. -30 to 30 7Gaussian [30 0 0.1 0.9 1.1]

11 2 8000 55 240 0.2100\3000 5\0\-5 50 50 51 60 0.23000\100 f. -30 to 30 5Gaussian [30 0 0.1 0.9 1.1]

12 2 8000 58 240 0.2100\3000 5\0\-5 50 50 51 60 0.23000\100 f. -30 to 30 5Gaussian [30 0 0.1 0.9 1.1]

Where,
f.=from TEST 3: with checking data
f. -15 to 15=-15\-35\-55\-75\-95\-115\-135\-155\-175\165\145\125\105\85\65\45\25\15
f. -30 to 30=-30\-55\-75\-95\-115\-135\-155\-175\165\145\125\105\85\65\45\30
f. 1 to 3=1000\1500\2000\2500\3000 Frequency modulation: 200Hz
f. 1 to 2.5=1000\1500\2000\2500

And,
T: Tests coef_A: coefficient of amplitude modulation Type: type of membership functions
d: distance between microphones (m) wf(kHz): carrier frequency TrnOpt: training options
N: number of samples WGN(dB): dB value of White Gaussian Noise Angle: angle of arrival
A(dB): dB value of the signal PN: dB value of Periodic Noise
coef_P: coefficient of frequency modulation NMF: number of membership functions

 Table 5: Testing sets
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Desired Speech Interference Speech

IDS d(m) N A(dB) wfa(Hz) wff(Hz) wf(kHz) Angle WGN(dB) PN(dB) A(dB) wfa(Hz) wff(Hz) wf(kHz) Angle

1 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 0 20 20 51 300 200 1000 30

2 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1500 0 20 20 51 300 200 1000 30

3 0.05 5000 57 500 200 2000 0 20 20 51 300 200 1000 30

4 0.05 5000 57 500 200 2500 0 20 20 51 300 200 1000 30

5 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 0 20 20 51 300 200 1500 30

6 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 0 20 20 51 300 200 2000 30

7 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 0 20 20 51 300 200 2500 30

8 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 -20 20 20 51 300 200 1000 30

9 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 10 20 20 51 300 200 1000 30

10 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 0 20 20 51 300 200 1000 80

11 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 0 20 20 51 300 200 1000 150

12 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 0 20 20 51 300 200 1000 -150

13 0.05 5000 51 500 200 1000 0 20 20 51 300 200 1000 30

14 0.05 5000 62 500 200 1000 0 20 20 51 300 200 1000 30

15 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 0 50 20 51 300 200 1000 30

16 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 0 20 50 51 300 200 1000 30

17 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 0 50 50 51 300 200 1000 30

18 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 0 55 20 51 300 200 1000 30

19 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1000 0 20 20 57 300 200 1000 30

20 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1500 0 50 20 51 300 200 2500 30

21 0.05 5000 57 500 200 1500 0 50 50 51 300 200 2500 30
Where, IDS: input data set wfa(Hz): frequency amplitude modulation PN: dB value of Periodic Noise

d(m): distance between microphones wff(Hz): frequency frequency modulation
N: number of samples wf(kHz): carrier frequency
A(dB): dB value of the signal WGN(dB): dB value of White Gaussian Noise

Table 6: Input Data Sets
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IDS\TEST 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 0.9929 0.9911 0.9684 0.9866 0.6548 0.9855 0.9877 0.9905 0.9886 0.9804 0.9894 0.9819

2 0.8824 0.8914 0.3925 0.9088 0.8604 0.8892 0.9049 0.8937 0.8838 0.8992 0.9146 0.9207

3 0.8854 0.8904 0.3257 0.9098 0.8831 0.8848 0.8995 0.8873 0.8803 0.9141 0.924 0.9205

4 0.8822 0.8903 0.3869 0.9068 0.6549 0.8886 0.9029 0.8947 0.8808 0.9061 0.9161 0.9194

5 0.8736 0.8837 0.1198 0.8933 0.3982 0.8977 0.9014 0.8675 0.8543 0.9178 0.9231 0.9243

6 0.8709 0.8874 0.1515 0.8795 0.5357 0.9112 0.9003 0.8253 0.8232 0.9104 0.926 0.9305

7 0.853 0.8724 0.2024 0.8519 0.7631 0.9256 0.9064 0.7758 0.7982 0.9119 0.9171 0.9279

8 0.9922 0.9914 0.724 0.9854 0.6585 0.9756 0.9938 0.9862 0.9855 0.9856 0.9955 0.9838

9 0.994 0.9921 0.4463 0.9824 0.6929 0.9885 0.9934 0.9892 0.9888 0.9875 0.9928 0.9799

10 0.9888 0.9905 0.5961 0.9862 0.8422 0.9688 0.9908 0.9893 0.9826 0.9822 0.9875 0.9813

11 0.9928 0.9936 0.9683 0.9866 0.6146 0.9683 0.9932 0.9658 0.9899 0.9875 0.9825 0.9817

12 0.9929 0.9911 0.9703 0.987 0.5872 0.9574 0.9934 0.9631 0.9889 0.9806 0.9896 0.9823

13 0.9791 0.9792 0.9618 0.9729 0.8745 0.9589 0.9802 0.9722 0.9763 0.9481 0.9729 0.9649

14 0.9986 0.994 -0.3195 0.8106 0.7517 0.9933 0.9346 0.9107 0.6794 0.4712 0.3663 0.583

15 0.9525 0.939 0.9559 0.9384 0.6299 0.9423 0.9581 0.9568 0.956 0.9399 0.942 0.891

16 0.951 0.943 0.959 0.9568 0.7025 0.9327 0.9726 0.9575 0.9592 0.9511 0.9578 0.954

17 0.9011 0.9007 0.9059 0.8001 0.7305 0.9071 0.9127 0.9205 0.9287 0.8611 0.8843 0.9119

18 0.8756 0.8666 0.7056 0.4668 0.6712 0.8672 0.8879 0.8907 0.6366 0.4891 0.5337 0.145

19 0.9935 0.9915 0.4951 0.9794 0.861 0.9837 0.9877 0.9909 0.9843 0.9781 0.979 0.979

20 0.793 0.8088 0.1345 0.7981 0.4242 0.8536 0.8422 0.7346 0.7438 0.8467 0.8559 0.862

21 0.7497 0.745 0.0818 0.7028 0.5987 0.7788 0.7827 0.6875 0.6934 0.7783 0.7533 0.817

Where,  Correlation
IDS: input data set

Table 7: Correlation results
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IDS\TEST 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 3.8226 2.3061 0.9124 -1.2535 7.4486 4.3155 5.6804 -4.3091 -1.947 3.2053 -2.7105 0.2078

2 1.3963 -0.1583 -1.4296 -2.8738 1.5585 1.7784 2.2653 -6.4237 -3.939 1.3345 -4.6918 -1.2032

3 1.371 -0.1574 -0.9835 -2.9818 1.6411 1.8917 2.3461 -6.4384 -3.852 1.4733 -4.5825 -1.2463

4 1.389 -0.1627 -1.4977 -2.9138 4.0377 1.7803 2.324 -6.4342 -3.885 1.3529 -4.6515 -1.2144

5 1.038 -0.0119 3.5906 -3.0213 7.06 -1.1981 2.3634 -6.3257 -3.6173 1.1381 -4.6065 -1.2782

6 1.4693 -0.1 16.4611 -3.1868 5.3136 1.7113 2.1132 -6.56 -3.8569 1.0383 -4.6454 -1.3951

7 1.4024 -0.1967 28.014 -3.27 2.1117 1.57152 1.9454 -6.351 -3.5994 1.1959 -4.6192 -1.4788

8 3.9046 2.1635 3.047 -1.2669 7.6585 4.3492 4.3672 -4.3881 -1.348 2.5512 -3.2498 0.0799

9 3.7858 2.0723 2.7501 -1.4259 2.8284 4.1024 4.3195 -4.3115 -1.6362 2.8591 -2.9189 0.1431

10 3.769 2.3502 17.7915 -1.4901 5.2187 3.7791 4.1016 -4.3282 -1.7635 2.5578 -2.9745 -0.0233

11 3.8181 2.1025 0.9132 -1.245 8.1295 3.82 4.4029 -4.4301 -1.6313 3.2029 -2.8431 0.2079

12 3.6339 2.2801 0.229 -1.2444 8.2317 4.5 4.3941 -4.1759 -1.9494 2.7855 -2.7063 0.2039

13 6.2317 4.5504 5.6233 2.4451 6.995 6.1778 7.5478 -0.9675 1.6634 6.112 0.4508 4.2389

14 5.9849 -4.3397 14.9376 25.678 7.9285 4.8773 3.9473 -3.4221 22.0517 29.2103 22.271 -1.0359

15 4.2029 2.9301 0.07 -0.9639 7.3953 4.5335 4.4529 -3.9717 -2.07 3.3855 -2.5412 0.9221

16 4.1939 2.8409 0.0864 -1.1323 6.6782 4.5688 5.7686 -3.1907 -2.0745 3.2863 -2.7125 0.3005

17 4.744 3.3971 0.2601 0 6.2398 4.7515 4.5553 -3.8292 -1.9388 4.1807 -2.0703 0.5392

18 4.9352 3.6611 2.313 6.31 6.8639 5.0433 4.6476 -3.45 1.7501 9.4637 2.1135 17.43

19 6.267 5.5302 12.0789 0.0072 7.2261 6.4637 5.6849 -2.397 -0.7219 5.1642 -1.3378 1.4135

20 1.9448 -56.1912 -56.8655 -56.2019 -56.5758 2.0957 2.3307 -56.2654 -56.2562 -56.1533 -4.3075 -1.28

21 2.7066 -56.255 -56.9182 -56.2972 -56.4013 2.9831 2.6407 -56.3125 -56.3066 -56.2217 -3.7373 -1.04

Where, Gain
IDS: input data set

Table 8: Gain Results
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The following figures help us to see more accurately the performance of the ANFI
system related to some of the important parameters (amplitude of the desired speech,
noises, …). In all of them we’ve worked with the following input data characteristics:

-Angle of arrival of the desired speech: 0

-Angle of arrival of the interference speech: 150

-Carrier frequency desired speech: 1000Hz

-Carrier frequency interference speech: 2400Hz

-Frequency of amplitude modulation: 200Hz

-Frequency of frequency modulation: 500Hz

-Distance between microphones: 0.05m

We used this parameters because they are usual. For example as far as carrier
frequency of the desired speech is concerned, 1000Hz it’s quite a usual frequency and
it’s very difficult we have an interference speech with similar frequency, so the carrier
frequency of the interference speech was different. The value for the frequency of
amplitude and frequency modulation has been explained before (2.3.2.1) and also the
distance between microphones (2.3.3.1.1). Finally we chose a possible angle of arrival
of the interference signal within its range and the same with the angle of arrival of the
desired speech.

The following two figures shown the effect of the periodic noise related to correlation
and  gain respectively. The desired speech is affected for an interference signal of
51dB and the periodic noise. White gaussian noise is 0.
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 Figure 52: Periodic noise – Correlation
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 Figure 53: Periodic noise – Gain

We can observe in the figure above how the gain is around 2dB. The human ear
notices a change in loudness when this is higher than 3dB [W3]. We didn’t want to
increase the loudness of the signal so we can realize that the ANFI system is working
correctly, avoiding the need to increase the signal until values higher than 56dB, that
is a SNR of –3dB. In the next graphs related to gain we’ll observe how the system
always outputs a gain no higher than 3dB while the system is working properly, what
it means when the correlation between the output and the desired speech remains
within the correct range.

We can see how until 56dB of periodic noise the correlation is over 0.7 (0.7 is the
limit to get a good behaviour, 3.3.2.4). We can observe how until 40dB the correlation
is around 0.9, and with 50dB of periodic noise we obtain a correlation of 0.84. So the
performance of our system in terms of periodic noise is satisfactory.

In the following figures we’ll see the response against white gaussian noise. As
before, the system is affected by this noise and an interference signal of 51dB. The
periodic noise is 0.
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  Figure 54: White Gaussian noise – Correlation
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 Figure 55: White Gaussian noise – Gain

In the following figures we test the system with different SNR. It works properly until
a SNR of –5dB. And for values from 0dB the performance of the system is very good,
with correlation values around 0.9.
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  Figure 56: SNR- Correlation
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 Figure 57: SNR – Gain
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The next two figures show how the amplitude of the desired speech affects to the
system. As we said before, the amplitude of a quiet speech is around 60dB, and we
can see that around 60dB is when we obtain the best results, having a good
performance from 54 to 64dB, that is the most usual range of values when it’s made a
speech.
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Figure 58: Amplitude of desired speech – Correlation

As far as gain is concerned, we can see how between 56 and 64dB the gain is lower
than 3dB, what coincides whit the usual range for a speech.
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Figure 59: Amplitude of desired speech - Gain

In the last two figures we’ll see that the angle of arrival of the interference doesn’t
affect either the correlation nor the gain; therefore resulting in one of the goals of the
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system which was not to be affected but this angle. The correlation is only slightly
affected and the gain remains lower than 3dB. Thanks to the adaptive beamforming
our systems is able to be largely unaffected by the angle of arrival of the interference.
This is evident because we know, thanks to the different angle of arrival which signal
is the desired speech and which is the interference one and we can therefore eliminate
it.
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 Figure 60: Angle of arrival of interference – Correlation
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Figure 61: Angle of arrival of interference - Gain

So in the end we’ve obtained a fuzzy system with three inputs, five membership
functions for each input, one output, and 125 rules. We can see the whole system in
the next figure, with the three inputs, the five membership function per input and the
single output.
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Figure 62: Anfi system

In APPENDIX III we can see the main characteristics and the output surfaces of the
fuzzy system obtained and the Matlab scripts of the programs used.
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2.3.5.-How we worked: Flowchart
Here we show a flowchart explaining how we worked. Following the flowchart it’s
possible to see how first we created a training data set with the program
‘training_data.m’ and then we trained the ANFI System. Once obtained the ANFI
System and in order to test the performance of it we created different input data sets
with ‘input_data_set.m’ and we tested and evaluated the system with ‘eval_anfi.m’,
both programs were created to make the testing easier. If the results weren’t
satisfactories enough we retrained the system modificating the training data and/or the
training options.

All these programs are shown in the APPENDIX 4 and in the APPENDIX 1it is
explained how to work with them.

Creation of training data
‘training_data.m’

Training the ANFI System
‘anfistest.m’

Testing and evaluation of the ANFI
System with the input data sets

‘eval_anfi.m’

Creation of input data sets
 to test the ANFI System obtained

‘input_data_set.m’

Is the Output
right?

Yes

No

Modification of training data
and/or the training options

‘training_data.m’
‘anfistest.m’

Final ANFI System
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2.3.6.-Conclusions

The main problem we found was the lack of real samples, because of this we worked
with theoretical data simulating human speech.

We’ve obtained a good performance regarding our test using different kinds of input
data sets (with different frequencies, different angles of arrival, different amplitudes
of the speech, different values of the noises, different SNR) in order to study likely
system performance in a real environment, as we can see in the graphs shown before.
So in principle the ANFI system would be able to deal with real samples and work
correctly.  But we need to work with real data to be sure of this.

The next step would be working with real data in order to test our ANFI system and,
if necessary, doing some modification to improve the performance.
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3.-Further Work

By analysing all aspects of the project this chapter describes how further work can be
undertaken.

3.1.-Graphical User Interface (GUI)
To make the Matlab programs more user friendly a GUI could have been created.

For example, in the decision maker a graphical user interface could be created which
would allow the user to input the data easily and clearly.

Also with the ANFI system. In order to make it easier to test the system a GUI could
be developed, allowing the user to change the different parameters, and also to allow
the user to input some real data, recording it, and then allowing him/her to add noise
and observe how the system would work in terms eliminating the noise.

3.2.-Test The Anfi System With Real Data
This would be a very important step to carry out in order to check the correct
performance of the system, and then, try to improve the system accuracy and its
general performance and response in terms of different real environments.

It would be interesting to perform tests with a wide range of different speech to test
the system performance with as many possibilities as we could find.

3.3.-Real Implementation Of The Fuzzy Washing Machine
A very good option would be the implementation in a washing machine of the fuzzy
controller. All the necessary electronic could be developed to obtain the inputs needed
for the washing machine, and then testing the quality of the wash.

It’s the next step to get a commercial machine.

3.4.-Others Noise Cancellation Problems
What we have done here in really is the background to work with noise cancellation
problems. We’ve developed an application for a specific environment which involves
certain types of noise, certain types of interferences. It would be very interesting to try
to carry out other applications in different environments such as mobile phones. The
field is very wide in terms of possible applications.
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This appendix is a guide to use the different programs developed. We have divided it
in three parts, regarding the three applications developed:

Decision maker .........................................................................................................1
Fuzzy washing Machine............................................................................................2
Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference System.................................................................2

Training the ANFI system.....................................................................................3
Testing the ANFI system ......................................................................................3
Fuzzy file ..............................................................................................................4

The following instructions are a step by step guide on how to run the programs
documented in this report. All programs have been tested using Matlab Release 6
Version 12 together with the fuzzy logic toolbox and the signal processing toolbox.

Decision maker

1.-First of all we have to load Matlab by navigating through the start menu and
clicking on the Matlab icon.

Start  à   Programs  à  MATLAB Release 12  à  MATLAB R12

2.-Insert the CD into the CD drive and then change the current directory to the
directory (on the CD) which contains the Matlab decision maker programs.
e.g. enter the following into the command prompt if the CD is in drive ‘d’:

>> cd d:\Programs\Decision_maker

3.-If we want to execute the program inputting the data from keyboard we can execute
directly the program and then just following the instructions that appear on the screen
and automatically the program will give us the solution. To execute the program we
type:

>>decision_maker

4.-If we want to execute the program inputting the data from file, first we should fill
in the file. Therefore we have to open the file which contents file_data.m:

File à Open à file_data.m

And then to fill in the file we have to follow the instructions written. Once it is filled
in we save it:

File à Save

Finally we have to execute the main program and follow the instructions that appear
on the screen. To execute the program:

>>decision_maker
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Fuzzy washing Machine
1.-First of all we have to load Matlab by navigating through the start menu and
clicking on the Matlab icon.

Start  à   Programs  à  MATLAB Release 12  à  MATLAB R12

2.-Insert the CD into the CD drive and then change the current directory to the
directory (on the CD) which contains the Matlab decision maker programs.
e.g. enter the following into the command prompt if the CD is in drive ‘d’:

>> cd d:\Programs\Fuzzy_Washing_Machine

3.-We have two possibilities, either studying the system from the fuzzy logic toolbox
or from simulink (2.2.2.6). In both cases first we have to execute the file
FuzzyWashingMachine.fis. To execute it we type:

>>fuzzy FuzzyWashingMachine

Then appears the graphical user interface (GUI) for the fuzzy logic toolbox. With this
GUI we can study whatever we want about the system, how the membership functions
are, the output surfaces, the fuzzy rules, … . How to use it is well explained in [1] pp.
2-25 -> 2-43.

4.-If we want to study which is the response of the system for a determining input we
should use the simulink file FuzzyWashingMachine.mdl. But first we have to save the
FuzzyWashingMachine.fis to Workspace. So following what we did until the step 3,
now we should do:

File à Save to workspace

5.-Now we should open Simulink typing:
>>simulink

6.-Then we have to open the file which contains the fuzzy controller for simulink
FuzzyWashingMachine.mdl:

File à Open à FuzzyWashingMachine

7.-To input the values about Softness, Quantity or Dirty:
Click twice on the parameter we want to change

It’s possible to change all of them. Once input the values we have to start the
simulation:

Simulation à Start

And the response of the system will appear on the screen. We can change the values
as many times as we want.

Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference System
We’ll divide the programs created for this application in three parts. First how to train
an ANFI system, second how to test our ANFI system easily and finally the file which
contains the fuzzy system obtained.
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Training the ANFI system
To train the ANFI system we have two programs:

- training_data.m: which creates a input data set
- anfistest.m: which trains the system

1.-First of all we have to load Matlab by navigating through the start menu and
clicking on the Matlab icon.

Start  à   Programs  à  MATLAB Release 12  à  MATLAB R12

2.-Insert the CD into the CD drive and then change the current directory to the
directory (on the CD) which contains the Matlab decision maker programs.
e.g. enter the following into the command prompt if the CD is in drive ‘d’:

>> cd d:\Programs\Anfi_speech
3.-Execute training_data.m, typing:

>>training_data

4.-Execute anfitest.m, typing:
>>anfistest

It will take some hours to train the system. After this time, we’ll have our system in
the variable fismat1. To save this variable as a fuzzy file (‘.fis’), we have to do what
follows:

>>ruleedit(fismat1)
File à Save à Name

In ‘Name’ we’ll write the name we want for the fuzzy file.

Testing the ANFI system
To test the ANFI system we have two programs:

- input_data_set.m: which creates a input data set
- eval_anfi.m: which trains the system

With the first program we create an input data set that we input to our system in order
to assess the response of it. With the second program we execute the system and
obtain the output for the input data set created before. Always first we have to execute
input_data_set.m and then eval_anfi.m.

1.-First of all we have to load Matlab by navigating through the start menu and
clicking on the Matlab icon.

Start  à   Programs  à  MATLAB Release 12  à  MATLAB R12

2.-Insert the CD into the CD drive and then change the current directory to the
directory (on the CD) which contains the Matlab decision maker programs.
e.g. enter the following into the command prompt if the CD is in drive ‘d’:

>> cd d:\Programs\Anfi_speech
3.-Execute input_data_set.m, typing:

>>input_data_set

4.-Execute eval_anfi.m, typing:
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>>eval_anfi
The program will show us the response of the system for this input data set.

If we want to change the parameters of the file in order to build a different input data
set we should open the file, change the parameters and save the file. Therefore we
have to open the file input_data_set.m:

File à Open à input_data_set.m

And then we can change the parameters. Once done we should save it:
File à Save

Fuzzy file
1.-First of all we have to load Matlab by navigating through the start menu and
clicking on the Matlab icon.

Start  à   Programs  à  MATLAB Release 12  à  MATLAB R12

2.-Insert the CD into the CD drive and then change the current directory to the
directory (on the CD) which contains the Matlab decision maker programs.
e.g. enter the following into the command prompt if the CD is in drive ‘d’:

>> cd d:\Programs\Anfi_speech

3.-To execute the file which contains the fuzzy system obtained we type:
>>fuzzy AnfiSpeech

Then appears the graphical user interface (GUI) for the fuzzy logic toolbox. With this
GUI we can study whatever we want about the system, how the membership functions
are, the output surfaces, the fuzzy rules, … . How to use it is well explained in [1] pp.
2-25 -> 2-43.
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This appendix includes the Matlab files we use to carry out the program, which includes
the main program ‘decision_maker.m’ and the functions developed ‘funct_comp.m’,
‘funct_union.m’ and ‘inter1s.m’. Also it is included the Matlab file which allows us to
input the data from file, this is ‘file_data.m’

•DECISION MAKER FILE: ‘decision_maker.m’

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% File: decision_maker.m  %
% Created by: Jauem Polo  %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%Overview:take a decision about the best choice in a fuzzy situation
%The program follows the following steps if we work from the keyboard:
%
%1.-Ask for:
% a:)subjects about what we want to make a decision
% b:)how many subjects are to be considered?
% c:)how many aspects do we consider?
% d:)input the range which is always from 0 to the number
you decide
%       (i.e. from 0 to 10, from 0 to 200,...)
% 2.-Ask for the relative importance of each aspect
% 3.-Compute the complement of these importance (need to take the
decision)
% 4.- a;)Ask for the scores of each subject in each aspect
%       b:)Compute the final score for each thing (implication
operation)
% FinalScore=(outcome of step 3)u(scores of the thing)
% 5.-Displays the outcomes and the best choice or choices
%
%If we work from file the program automatically will calculate the
solution

clear;

%this array helps us to build the fuzzy sets in the following
construction:
% F1={'A' 'B' 'C' 'D'
%           3   6   8   4}
help_array={'A' 'B' 'C' 'D' 'E' 'F' 'G' 'H' 'I' 'J' 'K' 'L' 'M' 'N'
'O' 'P' 'Q' 'R' 'S' 'T' 'U' 'V' 'W' 'X' 'Y' 'Z' 'AA' 'AB' 'AC' 'AD'
'AE' 'AF' 'AG' 'AH' 'AI' 'AJ' 'AK' 'AL' 'AM' 'AN' 'AO' 'AP' 'AQ' 'AR'
'AS' 'AT' 'AU' 'AV' 'AW' 'AX'};
things=[];  %array used to keep the names of the subjects we're going
to assess
criteria=[];    %array used to keep the names of the criteria we'll
use to assess the subjects

%FILE OR USER INPUT?
disp('Do you want to input the data from a file (1) or from the
kewboard (2). Any oher for exit?')
disp('(from a file you should have already written the file)');
disp('   ');
choice=input('1.-FILE       2.-KEYBOARD       OTHER.-EXIT     :');

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%%%%% KEYBOARD      %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if choice==2

    %STEP 1
    for i=1:4, %clear screen
       disp(' ')
    end
    disp('About what you want to make a decision') %what we're about
to make a decision, for instance,
    %if we want to make a decision about which city is the best to
live in we input: 'city')
    what=input('(in singular and between inverted comas)?  ');
    disp(' ')
    disp(' ')
    disp('How many')
    disp(what)
    num_things=input('are you going to assess?    ');   %i.e. which
city to live in
    disp(' ')
    disp(' ')
    for i=1:num_things
        disp('   ')
        disp('   ')
        disp('Which is the name of the ')
        disp(what)
        disp('number ')
        disp(i)
        things_aux=input('you want to assess (in singular and between
inverted comas)?    ');
        things{i}=things_aux;
    end;
    for i=1:4, %clear screen
       disp(' ')
    end
    num_criteria=input('How many criteria are you going to assess?
');   %number of aspects we use
    disp(' ')
    disp(' ')
    for i=1:num_criteria
        disp('   ')
            disp('   ')
        disp('Which is the criterion number ');
        disp(i)
        criteria_aux=input('you want to assess (in singular and
between inverted comas)?    ');
        criteria{i}=criteria_aux;
    end;
    for i=1:4, %clear screen
          disp(' ')
    end
    max_score=input('Which is the maximum score?(from 0 to X)    ');
%maximum score from 0 to the number you decide:10, 200, ...

    for i=1:4, %clear screen
      disp(' ')
    end

        %STEP 2
    %Relative importance of each aspect
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    %We ask for the importance of each aspect.Maximum value is the
maximum score
    b=0;     %auxiliar variable which helps us to built the fuzzy sets
    for a=1:num_criteria, %for each aspect
       for i=1:2, %clear screen
       disp(' ')
           end
       disp('For ')
       disp(criteria(a)) %display on the screen
       rel_imp{2,a}=input('write the Relative Importance (between 0
and the maximum score you have input before):  '); %user inputs his
criterion and we save it
       b=b+1;
       if b>50
           b=1;   %the size of the help_array is 50, so we need to
restart at its beginning
       end
       rel_imp{1,a}=help_array{1,b}; %build the fuzzy set F1={'A'
'B'
    end %    3
5}

    for i=1:4, %clear screen
      disp(' ')
    end

    %STEP 3
    %Calculate the complement of each criterion's importance
    comp_rel_imp=funct_comp(rel_imp,max_score); %the function needs

the maximum score and the %fuzzy
set

    %STEP 4
    %Compute the final score for each subject
    for th=1:num_things,    %we'll do as many times as subjects we
have
        b=0;     %auxiliar variable which helps us to built the fuzzy
sets
       for a=1:num_criteria, %user has to input his criterion for
each aspect and for each subject
          for i=1:2, %clear screen
             disp(' ')
              end
      disp('For ')
          disp(things(th))
          disp('and ')
          disp(criteria(a))
          thing{2,a}=input('write the criterion (between 0 and the
maximum score you have input before):  '); %we get the value and
save it
          b=b+1;
          if b>50
              b=1;   %the size of the help_array is 50, so we need to
restart at its beginning
          end
          thing{1,a}=help_array{1,b}; %build the fuzzy set
      end
      Funion=funct_union(comp_rel_imp,thing); %calculate the union
between the criteria
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    %complement
importances and the values of the last thing
      outcome(th)=funct_inter1s(Funion,num_criteria); %save the final
score for the subject into an array
    end

    %STEP 5
    %Display the final score of each subject
    for     j=1:100,
       disp(' ') %clear screen
    end

    for i=1:num_things,
       disp('The final score for')
       disp(things(i))
       disp('is:')
       disp(outcome(i))
    end

    %Display the best choice or choices
    for j=1:1,
       disp(' ')
    end
    disp('------- THE BEST --------')
    disp(what)
    disp('is:')
    maxim=max(outcome);
    for i=1:num_things,
       if outcome(i)==maxim
              disp(things(i))
       end
    end
    disp('-------------------------')
 end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%      FILE    %%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    if choice==1        %If the choice is from FILE
    for i=1:4, %clear screen
       disp(' ')
    end
    disp('Have you filled in the file?')    %We ask to in order to be
sure that the file is filled in
    read=input('    1.-YES      OTHER.-NO   :');
    if read==1      %If the file is filled in
         for i=1:4, %clear screen
           disp(' ')
        end

        file_data_1;      %execute the file to get the variables

        %STEP 2
        %Here we obtain the Relative importance of each aspect
        %Maximum value is the maximum score
        b=0;     %auxiliar variable which helps us to built the fuzzy
sets
        for a=1:num_criteria, %for each aspect
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           rel_imp{2,a}=imp(a); %imp is a vble from 'the file_data.m'
which has the relative importance of the criteria
           b=b+1;
           if b>50
               b=1;   %the size of the help_array is 50, so we need to
restart at its beginning
           end
           rel_imp{1,a}=help_array{1,b}; %build the fuzzy set F1={'A'
'B'
        end             %
3  5}

            %STEP 3
        %Calculate the complement of each criterion's importance
        comp_rel_imp=funct_comp(rel_imp,max_score); %the function
needs the maximum score and the fuzzy set

            %STEP 4
        %Compute the final score for each subject
        for th=1:num_things,    %we'll do as many times as subjects we
have
            b=0;     %auxiliar variable which helps us to built the
fuzzy sets
           for a=1:num_criteria, %user has to input his criterion
for each aspect and for each subject
              thing{2,a}=score_things(th,a);
              b=b+1;
              if b>50
                  b=1;   %the size of the help_array is 50, so we need
to restart at its beginning
              end
              thing{1,a}=help_array{1,b}; %build the fuzzy set
          end
          Funion=funct_union(comp_rel_imp,thing); %calculate the
union between the criteria
        %complement
importances and the values of the last thing
          outcome(th)=funct_inter1s(Funion,num_criteria); %save the
final score for the subject into an array
        end

        %STEP 5
        %Display the final score of each subject
        for i=1:num_things,
           disp('The final score for')
           disp(things(i))
           disp('is:')
           disp(outcome(i))
        end

        %Display the best choice or choices
        for j=1:1,
           disp(' ')
        end
        disp('------- THE BEST --------')
        disp(what)
        disp('is:')
        maxim=max(outcome);
        for i=1:num_things,
           if outcome(i)==maxim
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                  disp(things(i))
           end
        end
        disp('-------------------------')
    else
        disp('  ');
        disp('  ');
        disp('FILL IN THE FILE!!!!');
    end
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%    EXIT %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if (choice~=1)&(choice~=2)  %if exit
    for j=1:3,
       disp(' ')
    end
    disp ('Bye Bye')
    for j=1:3,
       disp(' ')
    end
end

••FUNCTIONS DEVELOPED:

àà’funct_union.m’

function y=funct_union(F1,F2)
%This function calculates, reckons, the union between two sets F1 and
F2
%It has two inputs which are fuzzy sets, i.e.:  F1={'A' 'B'
%            3  4}

% Union of the two sets
Union=F1;                               % Obviously, F1 is included in
the Union
for element=F2                                 
   name=cat(1,element{1});
   membership=cat(1,element{2});

   where=strmatch(name,Union(1,:));                 % Is element
present in both sets?
   if isempty(where) % If not,
      Union=[Union, element]; % add it
   else tempval=Union(2,where);                 % If yes, replace it
      Union(2,where)= num2cell(max(membership,cat(1,tempval{1})));
   end         % with membership = maximum(memb of 2 sets)
end

y=Union;

àà’funct_comp.m’

function y=funct_comp(F1,n)
%This function calculates, reckons, the complement of set F1
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%It has two inputs one of which is a fuzzy sets, i.e.:  F1={'A' 'B'
%the other one is the maximum value (n)                             3
4}

% Complement of set 1
ComplementF1=[];
for element=F1
   element(2)=num2cell(n-element{2});
% with membership = n- membership of set
   ComplementF1=[ComplementF1, element];

end

y=ComplementF1;

àà’funct_inter1s.m’

function y=funct_inter1s(F1,n)
%This function calculates, reckons, the intersection of the own
members set
%It has two inputs one of which is a fuzzy sets, i.e.:  F1={'A' 'B'
%the other one is the fuzzy members number (n)                 3  4}

%intersection of the own members set
minimum=cat(1,F1{2});
for i=2:n,
   membership2=cat(1,F1{2*i});
   minimum=min(minimum,membership2);
end
y=minimum;

••DATA FILE:

To input the data from this file, it’s just necessary to input it in the same way it’s in the
example of each step. So for example if we wanted to make a decision about cars we
would follow the example and we would write ‘car’; beside what=. And like this all the
different parameters, just inputting in the same way as in the example.

àà’file_data.m’

%----1----NAME OF YOU WANT TO MAKE A DECISION
%subjects about what we want to make a decision
%example:       what='city';
what=

%----2----NUMBER OF SUBJECTS YOU WANT TO CONSIDER
%example:       num_things=3;
num_things=

%----3----NUMBER OF CRITERIA YOU WANT TO CONSIDER
%in order to assess the best subject
%example:       num_criteria=4;
num_criteria=

%----4----MAXIMUM SCORE YOU CAN INPUT
%the maximum value you can input
%example:       max_score=10;
max_score=
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%----5----NAMES OF ALL THE DIFFERENT SUBJECTS YOU WANT TO INPUT
%the number of names have to agree with the number input in 2
%example:       things={'London' 'Birmingham' 'Liverpool'};
things=

%----6----NAMES OF ALL THE DIFFERENT CRITERIA YOU WANT TO CONSIDER
%the number of names have to agree with the number input in 3
%example:       criteria={'Climate' 'Housing' 'Jobs' 'Crime'};
criteria=

%----7----SCORE THE IMPORTANCE OF EACH CRITERIA
%the number of columns have to agree with the number input in 3
%example:       imp=[4 6 9 7];
imp=

%----8----SCORE THE IMPORTANCE OF EACH SIBJECT IN EACH CRITERIA
%Table:     ROWS:subjects   COLUMNS:criteria
%           -each row is a subject an each column its score for that
criterion
%the number of columns have to agree with the number input in 2
%the number of columns have to agree with the number input in 3
%example: score_things=[4 6 8 9
%                       5 8 9 2
%                       4 10 3 7];
score_things=
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Here we have the main characteristics of the system. We obtain them with the Matlab
command type which gives us the main parameters of a fuzzy system.

We can see the name, number of inputs and outputs and their characteristics, and the
different rules created. The rules are shown in a shorthand way (how the fuzzy inference
system build them). To know about this method it is explained in [1] pp. 2-47->2-48.

àà FUZZY CONTROLLER CHARACTERISTICS

[System]
Name='FuzzyWashingMachine'
Type='mamdani'
Version=2.0
NumInputs=3
NumOutputs=2
NumRules=27
AndMethod='min'
OrMethod='max'
ImpMethod='min'
AggMethod='max'
DefuzzMethod='centroid'

[Input1]
Name='LaundrySoftness'
Range=[0 10]
NumMFs=3
MF1='Hard':'trapmf',[-4 -1.5 2 4.5]
MF2='Soft':'trapmf',[5.5 8 12.5 14]
MF3='Medium':'trimf',[3 5 7]

[Input2]
Name='LaundryQuantity'
Range=[0 10]
NumMFs=3
MF1='Small':'trapmf',[-4.5 -2.5 2 4.5]
MF2='Large':'trapmf',[5.55 8.05 12 14.5]
MF3='Medium':'trimf',[3 5 7]

[Input3]
Name='LaundryDirty'
Range=[0 10]
NumMFs=3
MF1='medium':'trimf',[3 5 7]
MF2='small':'trapmf',[-4.5 -2.5 2 4.5]
MF3='large':'trapmf',[5.5 8 12.5 15]

[Output1]
Name='WashingCycle'
Range=[-1 11]
NumMFs=5
MF1='Delicate':'trapmf',[-5.8 -2.8 0.5 1.5]
MF2='Strong':'trapmf',[8.5 9.5 12.8 15.2]
MF3='Medium':'trimf',[2.75 5 7.25]
MF4='NormalDelicate':'trimf',[0.5 2.75 5]
MF5='NormalStrong':'trimf',[5 7.25 9.5]

[Output2]
Name='WashingTime'
Range=[17.5 97.5]
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NumMFs=5
MF1='Short':'trapmf',[-46.5 -25.28 22.3 39.9]
MF2='Long':'trapmf',[75 92.7 111.6 130]
MF3='Medium':'trimf',[39.9 57.5 75.1]
MF4='NormalShort':'trimf',[22.3 39.9 57.5]
MF5='NormaLong':'trimf',[57.5 75.1 92.7]

[Rules]
2 1 2, 1 1 (1) : 1
2 1 1, 4 1 (1) : 1
2 1 3, 3 4 (1) : 1
2 3 2, 1 1 (1) : 1
2 3 1, 4 4 (1) : 1
2 3 3, 3 3 (1) : 1
2 2 2, 4 4 (1) : 1
2 2 1, 4 3 (1) : 1
2 2 3, 3 5 (1) : 1
3 1 2, 4 4 (1) : 1
3 1 1, 3 4 (1) : 1
3 1 3, 5 3 (1) : 1
3 3 2, 4 4 (1) : 1
3 3 1, 3 3 (1) : 1
3 3 3, 5 5 (1) : 1
3 2 2, 3 3 (1) : 1
3 2 1, 3 5 (1) : 1
3 2 3, 5 2 (1) : 1
1 1 2, 3 3 (1) : 1
1 1 1, 5 3 (1) : 1
1 1 3, 2 5 (1) : 1
1 3 2, 3 3 (1) : 1
1 3 1, 5 5 (1) : 1
1 3 3, 2 5 (1) : 1
1 2 2, 5 5 (1) : 1
1 2 1, 5 2 (1) : 1
1 2 3, 2 2 (1) : 1
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In this appendix we can find the main characteristics and the output surfaces of the
fuzzy system obtained and the Matlab scripts of the programs used to create the training
data to train the system (training_data.m), and the file we created to train the ANFI
system (anfitest.m). Also the functions used in these programs.

And to make easier the test of the system we include also two programs developed in
order to create an input data set easily (input_data_set.m) and to assess and obtain the
results of our ANFI system for this input data set (eval_anfi.m). It’s explained how to
work with them in APPENDIX 1.

To summarize:
System characteristics.................................................................................................. 1
Output surfaces............................................................................................................ 2
Matlab Scripts.............................................................................................................. 3

training_data.m........................................................................................................ 3
anfitest.m ............................................................................................................... 10
Functions ............................................................................................................... 11
input_data_set.m.................................................................................................... 13
eval_anfi.m ............................................................................................................ 15

It’s possible to see the membership functions and rules obtained executing the file
‘anfi_speech.fis’, in the APPENDIX 1 is explained how to do it.

System characteristics
As in the APPENDIX 3 we use the Matlab command type to show the characteristics of
the system. But here because of the number of the rules (125) it is only shown the main
characteristics of the system, inputs and outputs. To see all the rules and membership
functions we should type: type anfi_speech.fis. The rules are shown in a shorthand way
(how the fuzzy inference system build them). To know about this method it is explained
in [1] pp. 2-47->2-48.
ààANFI SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

[System]
Name='test_7'
Type='sugeno'
Version=2.0
NumInputs=3
NumOutputs=1
NumRules=125
AndMethod='prod'
OrMethod='max'
ImpMethod='prod'
AggMethod='max'
DefuzzMethod='wtaver'

[Input1]
Name='input1'
Range=[-5896.84957550577 3763.05579314356]
NumMFs=5
MF1='in1mf1':'gaussmf',[1025.5459603871 -5896.84959937359]
MF2='in1mf2':'gaussmf',[1025.37392368227 -3481.80011976098]
MF3='in1mf3':'gaussmf',[1025.54681383523 -1066.89705305278]
MF4='in1mf4':'gaussmf',[1025.54601150415 1348.0794581991]
MF5='in1mf5':'gaussmf',[1025.54604288874 3763.05578391978]
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[Input2]
Name='input2'
Range=[-5453.2343016604 3996.00367169006]
NumMFs=5
MF1='in2mf1':'gaussmf',[1003.18045640561 -5453.23431027432]
MF2='in2mf2':'gaussmf',[1003.42240200343 -3091.027552408]
MF3='in2mf3':'gaussmf',[1003.17717239045 -728.614620886839]
MF4='in2mf4':'gaussmf',[1003.18048071622 1633.69417520597]
MF5='in2mf5':'gaussmf',[1003.18048536443 3996.00366766393]

[Input3]
Name='input3'
Range=[-4834.18018820738 3794.85022791573]
NumMFs=5
MF1='in3mf1':'gaussmf',[916.102936411038 -4834.18019751936]
MF2='in3mf2':'gaussmf',[916.309492489089 -2677.01029523001]
MF3='in3mf3':'gaussmf',[916.106628558941 -519.665755286725]
MF4='in3mf4':'gaussmf',[916.102963022843 1637.59262332317]
MF5='in3mf5':'gaussmf',[916.102961771661 3794.85022557256]

[Output1]
Name='output'
Range=[-2239.17923689449 2239.74909814038]
NumMFs=125

Output surfaces
Now we show the output surfaces obtained regarding the different relations within the
inputs and the output.

ààINPUT 1-INPUT 2
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Matlab Scripts
Here we’ll show the Matlab scripts for the programs used:

- training_data.m: we show the training data used to train the system which
finally used as final solution

- anfitest_trn.m: the program which carry out the adaptive neural fuzzy
inference

- Functions implemented:
o Periodic_noise.m: it creates periodic noise
o Rms_dB: it calculates the decibel value of a signal

training_data.m

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%   Programme created by Jaume Polo

ààINPUT 1-INPUT 3

ààINPUT 2-INPUT 3
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%   Fuzzy microphone array for speech enhancement and noise
cancellation
%   Object: create the training data
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%delete all the variables remaining
clear;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%% STEP 1
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%  Define  constants  %%%%%%%%%%%%%
%speed of the sound in m/s
c=345;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%DISTANCE BETWEEN MICROPHONES
%minimum separation: one half wavelenght of the highest frequency
component on interest
d = 2; % Distance between microphones (meters)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% SAMPLING FREQUENCY
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
N = 12000;  %SAMPLE NUMBER
fs=38000;  % set a sampling frequency 20x speech frequency
t=(0:N-1)*(1/fs); % Set the sampling time and sampling intervals

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%% STEP 2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% Create sinusoidal input signal (desired speech) modulated in
amplitude and frequency.%%%%%
%DESIRED SPEECH
    % MODULATION FREQUENCY
    % it gives us the variation of the pitch of the speech
    % a speech hasn't got a critical changes in pitch
    fm=200;

    % AMPLITUDE MODULATION
    % it gives us the variation in loudness
    % a speech hasn't got a critical changes in loudness
    fa=500;

    % SPEECH SIGNAL
    % this signal it's necessary to use it as desired output when we
train the neural fuzzy system
    A=3000;    %default amplitude
    coef_A=240;  %coefficient which implements the influence of the
amplitude modulation
    coef_P=0.2; %coefficient which implements the influence of the
frequency modulation (pitch)

% DESIRED SPEECH FREQUENCY OF THE SIGNAL
% the typical range for speech is between 500Hz and 2000Hz
% We'll train the neural fuzzy with an input which will come in all
this range
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steps_D=10;              %we divide the number of samples in five
parts
T_D=floor(N/steps_D);   %length of a single part
                        % FLOOR(X) rounds the elements of X to the
nearest integers
                        % towards minus infinity (truncation)

for i=1:steps_D
    for n=1:T_D
        if i==1 f_speech=100; end
        if i==2 f_speech=100; end
        if i==3 f_speech=100; end
        if i==4 f_speech=100; end
        if i==5 f_speech=3000; end
        if i==6 f_speech=3000; end
        if i==7 f_speech=3000; end
        if i==8 f_speech=3000; end
        if i==9 f_speech=100; end
        if i==10 f_speech=3000; end
        wf_speech(1,n+T_D*(i-1))=2*pi*f_speech;
    end
end

dif_D=N-T_D*steps_D;

if dif_D~=0
    f_speech=1500;   %1500Hz is the frequency of the samples remaining
    for x=1:dif_D
        wf_speech(1,x+T_D*steps_D)=2*pi*f_speech;
    end
end

wfm=2*pi*fm;    % Angular frequency for frequency modulation signal
(radians)

wfa=2*pi*fa;    % Angular frequency for amplitude modulation signal
(radians)

speech=(A+coef_A*sin(wfa*t)).*sin(wf_speech.*(1+coef_P*cos(wfm*t)).*t)
;  %create the speech signal

% ANGLE OF ARRIVAL OF THE SIGNAL
% Mainly the speech will arrive around 0, but it has to able of
managing any other angle of arrival
% We'll train the neural fuzzy with an input which will come in all
this range
steps=5;           %we divide the number of samples in five parts
T=floor(N/steps);  %length of a single part
                   % FLOOR(X) rounds the elements of X to the nearest
integers
                   % towards minus infinity (truncation)

for i=1:steps
    for n=1:T
        if i==1 ang_arrival_speech=-5; end %in degrees
        if i==2 ang_arrival_speech=-5; end
        if i==3 ang_arrival_speech=0; end
        if i==4 ang_arrival_speech=5; end
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        if i==5 ang_arrival_speech=5; end
        del_speech(1,n+T*(i-
1))=d*(sin(ang_arrival_speech*(pi/180))/c);
    end
end

dif=N-T*steps;

if dif~=0
    ang_arrival_speech=0;   %0 degrees is the angle of arrival of the
samples remaining
    for x=1:dif

del_speech(1,x+T*steps)=d*(sin(ang_arrival_speech*(pi/180))/c);   %--
>0 degrees --> 0 delay
    end
end

% speech1 is speech which arrives at microphone 1
% speech2 is speech which arrives at microphone 2
% speech3 is speech which arrives at microphone 3
% Signals are different due to delays
speech_1=(A+coef_A*sin(wfa*t)).*sin(wf_speech.*(1+coef_P*cos(wfm*t)).*
t);
speech_2=(A+coef_A*sin(wfa*t)).*sin(wf_speech.*(1+coef_P*cos(wfm*t)).*
(t+del_speech));
speech_3=(A+coef_A*sin(wfa*t)).*sin(wf_speech.*(1+coef_P*cos(wfm*t)).*
(t+2*del_speech));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%% STEP 3
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%      Create White Gaussian Noise         %%%%%%

%WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE
dB_wgn=50;  %power of the WGN

%Y = WGN(M,N,P) generates an M-by-N matrix of white Gaussian noise.
%P specifies the power of the output noise in dB.
white_gn=wgn(1,N,dB_wgn);    %we create a white Gaussian noise of
dB_wgn dB

speech_1_wgn=speech_1+white_gn; %we add the noise to the speech signal
speech_2_wgn=speech_2+white_gn; %we add the noise to the speech signal
speech_3_wgn=speech_3+white_gn; %we add the noise to the speech signal

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%% STEP 4
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%      Create Perodic White Gaussian Noise         %%%%%%

%periodic_noise(M,dB,rep)
%
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% This function generates:
%   ->a 1-by-M matrix of periodic white Gaussian noise
%   ->'dB' specifies the power of the noise signal in decibels(db)
%   ->'rep' number of equivalent periods inside the signal

%PERIODIC NOISE
    dB_per_wgn=50;  %power of the periodic noise
    rep=100;        %number of periods inside the vector N

per_wgn=periodic_noise(N,dB_per_wgn,rep);    %we create a white
Gaussian noise of 50dB

speech_1_n=speech_1_wgn+per_wgn; %we add the noise to the speech
signal
speech_2_n=speech_2_wgn+per_wgn; %we add the noise to the speech
signal
speech_3_n=speech_3_wgn+per_wgn; %we add the noise to the speech
signal

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%% STEP 5
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% Create Interference signal modulated in amplitude and
frequency.%%%%%%%%%%%%
%INTERFERENCE SPEECH

    % MODULATION FREQUENCY
    % it gives us the variation of the pitch of the speech
    % a speech hasn't got a critical changes in pitch
    fm_interf=200;

    % AMPLITUDE MODULATION
    % it gives us the variation in loudness
    % a speech hasn't got a critical changes in loudness
    fa_interf=300;

    % INTERFERENCE SPEECH SIGNAL
    % this signal it's necessary to use it as desired output when we
train the neural fuzzy system
    A_interf=500;    %default amplitude
    coef_A_interf=60;  %coefficient which implements the influence of
the amplitude modulation
    coef_P_interf=0.2; %coefficient which implements the influence of
the frequency modulation (pitch)

% INTERFERENCE SPEECH FREQUENCY OF THE SIGNAL
% the typical range for speech is between 500Hz and 2000Hz
% We'll train the neural fuzzy with an input which will come in all
this range
steps_F=10;              %we divide the number of samples in five
parts
T_F=floor(N/steps_F);   %length of a single part
                        % FLOOR(X) rounds the elements of X to the
nearest integers
                        % towards minus infinity (truncation)
for i=1:steps_F
    for n=1:T_F
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        if i==1 f_speech_interf=3000; end %in degrees
        if i==2 f_speech_interf=3000; end
        if i==3 f_speech_interf=3000; end
        if i==4 f_speech_interf=3000; end
        if i==5 f_speech_interf=100; end
        if i==6 f_speech_interf=100; end
        if i==7 f_speech_interf=100; end
        if i==8 f_speech_interf=100; end
        if i==9 f_speech_interf=3000; end
        if i==10 f_speech_interf=100; end
        wf_speech_interf(1,n+T_F*(i-1))=2*pi*f_speech_interf;
    end
end

dif_F=N-T_F*steps_F;

if dif_F~=0
    f_speech_interf=1500;   %1500Hz is the frequency of the samples
remaining
    for x=1:dif_F
        wf_speech_interf(1,x+T_F*steps_F)=2*pi*f_speech_interf;
    end
end

%this interference signal will be similar to the desired speech signal
wfm_interf=2*pi*fm_interf;  % Angular frequency for frequency
modulation signal (radians)
wfa_interf=2*pi*fa_interf;  % Angular frequency for amplitude
modulation signal (radians)

%create the interference signal
speech_interf=(A_interf+coef_A_interf*sin(wfa_interf*t)).*sin(wf_speec
h_interf.*(1+coef_P_interf*cos(wfm_interf*t)).*t);

% ANGLE OF ARRIVAL OF THE INTERFERENCE SIGNAL
% The interference can arrive from any angle
steps_I=18;           %we divide the number of samples in five parts
T_I=floor(N/steps_I);  %length of a single part
                   % FLOOR(X) rounds the elements of X to the nearest
integers
                   % towards minus infinity (truncation)

for i=1:steps_I
    for n=1:T_I
        if i==1 ang_arrival_interf=-30; end %in degrees
        if i==2 ang_arrival_interf=-30; end
        if i==3 ang_arrival_interf=-55; end
        if i==4 ang_arrival_interf=-75; end
        if i==5 ang_arrival_interf=-95; end
        if i==6 ang_arrival_interf=-115; end
        if i==7 ang_arrival_interf=-135; end
        if i==8 ang_arrival_interf=-155; end
        if i==9 ang_arrival_interf=-175; end
        if i==10 ang_arrival_interf=165; end
        if i==11 ang_arrival_interf=145; end
        if i==12 ang_arrival_interf=125; end
        if i==13 ang_arrival_interf=105; end
        if i==14 ang_arrival_interf=85; end
        if i==15 ang_arrival_interf=65; end
        if i==16 ang_arrival_interf=45; end
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        if i==17 ang_arrival_interf=30; end
        if i==18 ang_arrival_interf=30; end
        del_interf(1,n+T_I*(i-
1))=d*(sin(ang_arrival_interf*(pi/180))/c);
    end
end

dif_I=N-T_I*steps_I;

if dif_I~=0
    ang_arrival_interf=45;   %45 degrees is the angle of arrival of
the samples remaining
    for x=1:dif_I

del_interf(1,x+T_I*steps_I)=d*(sin(ang_arrival_interf*(pi/180))/c); %-
>0 degrees -> 0 delay
    end
end

% interf_1 is interference which arrives at microphone 1
% interf_2 is interference which arrives at microphone 2
% interf_3 is interference which arrives at microphone 3
% Signals are different due to delays
interf_1=(A_interf+coef_A_interf*sin(wfa_interf*t)).*sin(wf_speech_int
erf.*(1+coef_P_interf*cos(wfm_interf*t)).*t);
interf_2=(A_interf+coef_A_interf*sin(wfa_interf*t)).*sin(wf_speech_int
erf.*(1+coef_P_interf*cos(wfm_interf*t)).*(t+del_interf));
interf_3=(A_interf+coef_A_interf*sin(wfa_interf*t)).*sin(wf_speech_int
erf.*(1+coef_P_interf*cos(wfm_interf*t)).*(t+2*del_interf));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%% STEP 6
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%DEFINE THE TRAINING DATA TO WORK WITH ANFIS %%%%%%%%%%

%to work with anfis we have the input the training data in this way:
% Input1 Input2       ...
Output
%training data 1    3    5 8
%training data 2     9    8 7
% ... ... ... ...
%

%what we need is this:
%   Input1  Input2  Input3 Output1
%   v1+is1  v2+is2  v3+is3 v
%and this has to be an array like this [N,7] with N rows and 7 columns

%All the signals we had until now had 1 row and N columns
%so we need to transform the data of the voice from a single row and
%a lot of columnos to a single column and a lot of rows

%training data
for i=1:N
   speech_1_all_n_anfi(i,1)=speech_1_all_n(1,i);
end
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for i=1:N
   speech_2_all_n_anfi(i,1)=speech_2_all_n(1,i);
end

for i=1:N
   speech_3_all_n_anfi(i,1)=speech_3_all_n(1,i);
end

for i=1:N
   interf_1_anfi(i,1)=interf_1(1,i);
end

for i=1:N
   interf_2_anfi(i,1)=interf_2(1,i);
end

for i=1:N
   interf_3_anfi(i,1)=interf_3(1,i);
end

for i=1:N
   speech_anfi(i,1)=speech(1,i);
end

%%%%%%%  Define training input signal to impinge on the microphones
%%%%%%%

% Signal to impinge on each microphone is defined to be:
%        desired speech + interference speech + noise
for z=1:N
    inputSignal1(z,1)=speech_1_all_n_anfi(z,1)+interf_1_anfi(z,1);
    inputSignal2(z,1)=speech_2_all_n_anfi(z,1)+interf_2_anfi(z,1);
    inputSignal3(z,1)=speech_3_all_n_anfi(z,1)+interf_3_anfi(z,1);
end

%we define the trainig data
trnData=[inputSignal1 inputSignal2 inputSignal3 speech_anfi];

anfitest.m

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%   Programme created by Jaume Polo
%
%   Fuzzy microphone array for speech enhancement and noise
cancellation    %
%   Object: anfi
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% STEP 1
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% FIRST DEFINITION OF THE MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS
%we don't have idea of how the MFs will be, so we use GENFIS1

%we define the number of MFs
numMFs=7;
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%we define which type
mfType='gaussmf';
%genfis
fismat=genfis1(trnData,numMFs,mfType);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% STEP 2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% ANFIS FUNCTION

%we define the training options
%[1]=number of epochs (10)
%[2]=error goal (0)
%[3]=initial step size (0.01)
%[4]=step-size decrease rate (0.9)
%[5]=step-size increase rate (1.1)
trnOpt=[200 0 0.1 0.9 1.1]

%execute anfis
%in fismat1 we have the last rules
%in trnErr the error we do
%in ss the step increment
%in fismat2 we have the last rules. This is the fismat we should use
for further calculation
%in chkErr the error we do
[fismat1,trnErr]=anfis(trnData,fismat,trnOpt);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% STEP 3
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% PERFORM FUZZY INFERENCE CALCULATION %evalfis helps us in order to
calculate the output of the ANFI system for a determinate input
%so it's the tool to obtain the response of our ANFI system
trnOut=evalfis([trnData(:,1) trnData(:,2) trnData(:,3)],fismat1);

%Correlation between output signal and desired signal
correlation=corrcoef(trnData(:,4),trnOut);
trncorrel=correlation(1,2)

%RMS
rms_out=rms_dB(trnOut) %calculate dB value of the output
rms_speech=rms_dB(trnData(:,4)) %calculate dB value of the desired
speech
rms_interf=rms_dB(interf_1_anfi)  %calculate dB value of the
interference speech

Functions

ààperiodic_noise.m
function y=periodic_noise(M,dB,rep)
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%       periodic_noise(M,dB,rep)
%
% This function generates:
%   ->a 1-by-M matrix of periodic white Gaussian noise
%   ->'dB' specifies the power of the noise signal in decibels(db)
%   ->'rep' number of equivalent periods inside the signal

%it will be periods of white gaussian noise
T=round(M/rep);     %length of a single period

y_wgn = wgn(1,T,dB); %create a single period of White Gaussian Noise
                     %which will be repeated all over the signal
for i=1:rep
    for n=1:T
        y_per(1,n+T*(i-1))=y_wgn(1,n);
    end
end
dif=M-T*rep;
if dif~=0
    for x=1:dif
        y_per(1,x+T*rep)=y_wgn(1,x);
    end
end

y=y_per;

ààrms_dB.m

function y=rms_dB(func)

%           rms_dB(func)
%
%   This functions calculates the ROOT MEAN SQUARE value (dB) of a
signal
%

% How calculate "dB" when we have a Voltage input:
%Select Amplitude as the Input signal parameter when the input, u,
%is a real voltage signal (units of volts).
%The block uses the scale factor specified in ohms by the Load
resistance parameter, R,
%to convert the voltage input to units of power (watts) before
converting to dB or dBm.

%When the Convert to parameter is set to dB, the block performs the dB
conversion
%y = 10*log10(abs(u)^2/R)

length=size(func);
sq=0;
for j=1:length      %calculate the squares of all the values
    sq=sq+func(j)*func(j);
end
rms=sqrt(sq/length(1,1)); %divided by the number of values and done
the square root
rms_db=20*log10(rms);

y=rms_db;
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input_data_set.m
In DEFINE VARIABLES we have the most significant variables we could modify to

implement different input data sets. Having all these variables together is better to

modify them and create new sets quickly.

%   Programme created by Jaume Polo
%
%   Fuzzy microphone array for speech enhancement and noise
cancellation    %
%   Object: create input data sets

clear; %delete all the variables remaining

%%%%%%% STEP 1
%%%%%%%%%  Define  constants  %%%%%%%%%%%%%
%speed of the sound in m/s
c=345;

%%%%%%%%%  DEFINE VARIABLES  %%%%%%%%%%%%%
d = 0.05; % Distance between microphones (meters)
N = 4000;  %SAMPLE NUMBER
%WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE
dB_wgn=20;  %power of the WGN
%PERIODIC NOISE
dB_per_wgn=20;  %power of the periodic noise
rep=100;        %number of periods inside the vector N
%DESIRED SPEECH
    fm=200;    %modulation frequency
    fa=500;     %amplitude modulation
    A=1000;     %default amplitude
    coef_A=240;  %coefficient which implements the influence of the
amplitude modulation
    coef_P=0.2; %coefficient which implements the influence of the
frequency modulation (pitch)
    ang_arrival_speech=0; %angle of arrival
    f_speech=1000;  %carrier frequency
%INTERFERENCE SPEECH
    fm_interf=200;     %modulation frequency
    fa_interf=300;     %amplitude modulation
    A_interf=500;    %default amplitude
    coef_A_interf=60;  %coefficient which implements the influence of
the amplitude modulation
    coef_P_interf=0.2; %coefficient which implements the influence of
the frequency modulation (pitch)
    ang_arrival_interf=150; %angle of arrival
    f_speech_interf=2500;   %carrier frequency
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% SAMPLING FREQUENCY
fs=38000;  % set a sampling frequency 20x speech frequency
t=(0:N-1)*(1/fs); % Set the sampling time and sampling intervals

%%%%%%% STEP 2
% Create sinusoidal input signal (desired speech) modulated in
amplitude and frequency
%DESIRED SPEECH
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     wf_speech=2*pi*f_speech;
    wfm=2*pi*fm;    % Angular frequency for frequency modulation
signal (radians)
    wfa=2*pi*fa;    % Angular frequency for amplitude modulation
signal (radians)
speech=(A+coef_A*sin(wfa*t)).*sin(wf_speech.*(1+coef_P*cos(wfm*t)).*t)
;  %create the speech signal
    del_speech=d*(sin(ang_arrival_speech*(pi/180))/c);
    % speech1 is speech which arrives at microphone 1
    % speech2 is speech which arrives at microphone 2
    % speech3 is speech which arrives at microphone 3

speech_1=(A+coef_A*sin(wfa*t)).*sin(wf_speech.*(1+coef_P*cos(wfm*t)).*
t);

speech_2=(A+coef_A*sin(wfa*t)).*sin(wf_speech.*(1+coef_P*cos(wfm*t)).*
(t+del_speech));

speech_3=(A+coef_A*sin(wfa*t)).*sin(wf_speech.*(1+coef_P*cos(wfm*t)).*
(t+2*del_speech));

%%%%%%% STEP 3
%%%%%%      Create White Gaussian Noise         %%%%%%
white_gn=wgn(1,N,dB_wgn);    %we create a white Gaussian noise of
dB_wgn dB
speech_1_wgn=speech_1+white_gn; %we add the noise to the speech signal
speech_2_wgn=speech_2+white_gn; %we add the noise to the speech signal
speech_3_wgn=speech_3+white_gn; %we add the noise to the speech signal

%%%%%%% STEP 4
%%%%%%      Create Perodic White Gaussian Noise         %%%%%%
per_wgn=periodic_noise(N,dB_per_wgn,rep);    %we create a white
Gaussian noise of 50dB
speech_1_all_n=speech_1_wgn+per_wgn; %we add the noise to the speech
signal
speech_2_all_n=speech_2_wgn+per_wgn; %we add the noise to the speech
signal
speech_3_all_n=speech_3_wgn+per_wgn; %we add the noise to the speech
signal

%%%%%%% STEP 5
%INTERFERENCE SPEECH
wf_speech_interf=2*pi*f_speech_interf;
wfm_interf=2*pi*fm_interf;  % Angular frequency for frequency
modulation signal (radians)
wfa_interf=2*pi*fa_interf;  % Angular frequency for amplitude
modulation signal (radians)
speech_interf=(A_interf+coef_A_interf*sin(wfa_interf*t)).*sin(wf_speec
h_interf.*(1+coef_P_interf*cos(wfm_interf*t)).*t);
del_interf=d*(sin(ang_arrival_interf*(pi/180))/c);
% interf_1 is interference which arrives at microphone 1
% interf_2 is interference which arrives at microphone 2
% interf_3 is interference which arrives at microphone 3
interf_1=(A_interf+coef_A_interf*sin(wfa_interf*t)).*sin(wf_speech_int
erf.*(1+coef_P_interf*cos(wfm_interf*t)).*t);
interf_2=(A_interf+coef_A_interf*sin(wfa_interf*t)).*sin(wf_speech_int
erf.*(1+coef_P_interf*cos(wfm_interf*t)).*(t+del_interf));
interf_3=(A_interf+coef_A_interf*sin(wfa_interf*t)).*sin(wf_speech_int
erf.*(1+coef_P_interf*cos(wfm_interf*t)).*(t+2*del_interf));
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%%%%%%% STEP 6
%DEFINE THE TRAINING DATA TO WORK WITH ANFIS %%%%%%%%%%
%All the signals we had until now had 1 row and N columns so we need
to transform the data of the %voice from a single row and a lot of
columnos to a single column and a lot of rows
for i=1:N
   speech_1_all_n_anfi(i,1)=speech_1_all_n(1,i);
end
for i=1:N
   speech_2_all_n_anfi(i,1)=speech_2_all_n(1,i);
end
for i=1:N
   speech_3_all_n_anfi(i,1)=speech_3_all_n(1,i);
end
for i=1:N
   interf_1_anfi(i,1)=interf_1(1,i);
end
for i=1:N
   interf_2_anfi(i,1)=interf_2(1,i);
end
for i=1:N
   interf_3_anfi(i,1)=interf_3(1,i);
end
for i=1:N
   speech_anfi(i,1)=speech(1,i);
end
%%%%%%%  Define training input signal to impinge on the microphones
%%%%%%%
% Signal to impinge on each microphone is defined to be:
%        desired speech + interference speech + noise
for z=1:N
    inputSignal1(z,1)=speech_1_all_n_anfi(z,1)+interf_1_anfi(z,1);
    inputSignal2(z,1)=speech_2_all_n_anfi(z,1)+interf_2_anfi(z,1);
    inputSignal3(z,1)=speech_3_all_n_anfi(z,1)+interf_3_anfi(z,1);
end
trnData=[inputSignal1 inputSignal2 inputSignal3 speech_anfi]; %we
define the trainig data

eval_anfi.m
% PERFORM FUZZY INFERENCE CALCULATION
%evalfis helps us in order to calculate the output of the ANFI system
for a determinate input
%so it's the tool to obtain the response of our ANFI system
a=readfis('AnfiSpeech.fis') %load fuzzy system
trnOut=evalfis([trnData(:,1) trnData(:,2) trnData(:,3)],a);
%Correlation between output signal and desired signal
correlation=corrcoef(trnData(:,4),trnOut);
trncorrel=correlation(1,2)
%RMS
rms_out=rms_dB(trnOut) %calculate dB value of the output
rms_speech=rms_dB(trnData(:,4)) %calculate dB value of the desired
speech
rms_interf=rms_dB(interf_1_anfi)  %calculate dB value of the
interference speech
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In order to achieve a good self assessment and organization of the time we had, we did a
self evaluation method to assess ourselves and try to improve our capacity of managing.
It has been a very useful tool in terms of time managing and the assessing of different
skills needed to do the project. This includes skills such as report writing skills, research
skills, and time planning skills through use of an e-log book. Therefore the whole
procedure of the project has been very important because it has provided us with new
skills.

We did a self evaluation at the beginning, in the middle and in the end. So we can assess
which has been our improvement in the different aspects assessed.

-FIRST SELF EVALUATION:
•In the context of projectwork:

-GOALS:
1.-Get a background of Fuzzy Logic and neural networks
2.-Get a knowledge about the framework of Fuzzy Tools with Matlab
3.-Find some applications to do with Matlab Fuzzy Tools
4.-Do the implementation of the application (or applications) with Matlab
5.-Write the document of the project

-SKILLS:
1.-Ease to learn new subjects, new information
2.-Ease to learn new subjects, new information
3.-Learn how to search into the web (best searchers…) luck and patience
4.-Knowledge and skill to do it
5.-Good writing in english and knowledge of the document structure

-PLANNING:

12/3-
18/3

19/3-
25/3

26/3-
1/4

3/4-
8/4

9/4-
15/4

16/4-
22/4

23/4-
29/4

30/4-
6/5

7/5-
13/5

14/5-
20/5

21/5-
27/5

28/5-
3/6

4/6-
10/6

GOALS W11 W12 W13 W14 W15 W16 W17 W18 W19 W20 W21 W22 W23

1
2
3
4
5

This was an initial and general timing of our goals in order to manage us in the best way
possible.

This was done at the beginning of March. In the middle of April we did the second self
evaluation. At this point, in the middle of April, we had achieved the first two goals
thanks to a hard work of reading bibliography about Fuzzy logic and testing the tools
provided by Matlab to work with fuzzy logic. Also we had focused and started the
decision maker and the fuzzy washing machine, therefore we were on time, but we still
searched for another application, that was the adaptive neural fuzzy inference system for
noise cancellation and speech enhancement, which we found at the end of this period. In
terms of writing the report, we did the introduction about fuzzy logic. All the theoretical
background we had helped us to write this part of the report.
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So we had achieved the goals quite satisfactorily. Then we did the second self
evaluation to focus what we had to do in a shorter time.

-SECOND SELF EVALUATION:

•In the context of projectwork:

-GOALS:
1.-Do the programme and the simulations
2.-Write the report:

2.1.-Explanation of decision maker and/or washing machine
2.2.-Introduction to beamforming
2.3.-Introduction to Neuro-Fuzzy and ANFIS
2.4.-Explanation of decision maker and/or washing machine
2.5.-Explanation of what we want to do and objective (fuzzy microphone

array to eliminate noise and enhance desired signal)
2.6.-Explanation of the programs (how they work)
2.7.-Explanation of the results (simulations)
2.8.-Conclusions and last review

-SKILLS:
1.-Ease to create a good programme
2.-Ease to get good simulations
3.-Search good bibliography
4.-Good writing in english and knowledge of the document structure

-PLANNING:

7/5-13/5 14/5-20/5 21/5-27/5 28/5-3/6 4/6-10/6
GOALS W19 W20 W21 W22 W23

1
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

In this second self evaluation we focused a shorter time with some clear necessities that
were ending the different applications and writing the report. So we tried to divide the
time left in order to carry out a good timing. But in this case it wasn’t as exact as with
the other self evaluation, because we predicted a shorter timer to spend in the writing of
the decision maker and fuzzy washing machine, and at the end was a longer time spent
on them. But the whole idea was well focused and the timing was very useful in order to
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know how much time we could spend in each aspect regarding the time left and the
other aspects to do.

And also the different skills needed were achieved and improved a lot because of the
work done thorough the project.

-ASPECTS ASSESSED:

To focus in different aspects we did a self evaluation in several skills. The level of
competence range was between 1 and 5. We can see looking at the following table how
the different skills assessed change during the different self evaluations, the first one at
the beginning of March, the second one in the middle of April and the last one at the
beginning of June. They grown because of the necessities found thorough the project.

First Second Third

Create new idea 1 4 4

Design 1 4 4

Analyse 3 3 4

Evaluate 3 3 4

Technical ‘report’ writing/presentation 2 2 4

Oral presentation 2 3 4

Individual self/group motivated progress 4 4 4

Group working 2 2 4

Document progress, using technology
(elogbook…)

2 2 3

Time management 4 4 4

Planning,monitoring 3 3 4

Acquisition of new skills 3 4 5

Numeracy 3 3 3

Financial management 4 4 4

Quality 3 3 4

Reliability 3 3 4

Safety 3 3 3
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